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GREETINGS! Maybe you are one of the 
lucky people reading this mushroom mag 
at  OZORA! - 5000 copies of mushroom 
mag were personally driven directly to 
Ozora festival to personally hand to you!

There are plenty of new happenings, 
including the introduction of the new mul-
timedia ONLINE mushroom!  In place of 
the old newsletter, clients each month will 
have an online version of the magazine 
available.  Adverts/editorials are brought 
to life with the wonders of technology: link 
videos, songs, & any other animated fun 
for the online version of the magazine.  It 
is the mushroom evolution! Thank you to 
John 00 Fleming for helping this direction 
of the multimedia mag:
www.mushroom-magazine.com/
multimedia

Mushroom is making a tour!  Working 
together closely with the artists, labels 
& organisers who have the right spirit & 
interest to be involved at these events 
throughout central Europe.  We are open 

to ideas (&locations!) and would like to 
hear from anyone interested to be apart 
of this special journey. This concept will 
involve a new era of goa-spirit parties, 
unique & surprising aspects. The people 
can celebrate music in style throughout 
the Winter periods in Europe.
mushroom@mushroom-media.com

Bonus promotions: FRESH SOUNDS 
tables have been added to our news 
sections, there are also some really 
great bonuses on offer for artists and 
for labels, in the spirit of supporting the 
community! More info:
promotion@mushroom-media.com

You can track whats happening in 
the scene on our facebook page 
www.facebook.com/mushroommagazine 
and have your say! 

Trust, Respect, Music and DANCE!

Kylie Van Eerden
and the mushroom team
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Enjoy the  multimedia experience

www.mushroom-magazine.com/multimedia



Joti Sidhu has joined Mandala Records. 
Seems the new label marks a new period 
in Joti’s career with all kinds of exciting 
projects on the go. Notably the revival of 
Psychaos is underway. The first EP will 
come out in August/September (A dec-
ade since the last Psychaos release on 
Atomic Records). His reasoning to bring 
Psychaos back to life?  “The idea for going 
back to Psychaos is basically because of 
the new technology and great sound pos-
sible to achieve now-adays and I feel 
that there is room in the night for some 
new school production meets old school 
goa vibes..!!”

More old school, the guys from dis-
cogs.com have got together a double 
cd of old unreleased Goa tracks called 
Mind Rewind which will be on DAT Mafia 
Recordings. Joti features on 3, alongside 
Green Nuns of The Revolution, Doof, 
Etnica, Blue Planet Corporation, Elec-
tric Universe. It seems the old school 
Goa vibes really are creeping back in, 
even Paul Oakenfold has rediscovered 
his psy ways..

Also headed back to the future I see TIP 
Records are getting their fingers dirty dig-
ging up old sounds. ‘Goa Classics Re Mas-
tered Vol 2’ has early Johann, Halluci-
nogen, ManWithNoName, Orichalcum, 

Total Eclipse, Laughing Buddha and 
more tripping through the light psytastic. 
Lots of fun and many wonderful mem-
ories, plus a great way to ‘educate’ new 
trancers, and maybe even give all of us 
some perspective as to where to next?

Mandala Records have the new Anti-
dote album on their hands. Serge Sou-
que, aka The Antidote, has been inte-
gral in formulating the psy sound in the 
early days, when originally part of Total 
Eclipse. He headed his own way in the 
late 90’s and is now ready to release his 
4th Antidote album “Skylab”. As can be 
expected some big infectious grooves 
with a stripped down funky edge, always 
great for bouncing around in the day 
time, quality all the way.
Atomic Pulse releases his new album 

‘AnaTomic’ on Planet BEN, which not 
only includes some brand new tracks 
but also remixes of GMS & SpaceTribe, 
Astral projection plus Ultravoice and 
Indra. 10 tracks in total, and all promise 
to show case why Atomic Pulse is still a 
force to be reckoned with.

Hadra, those French bastions of psyche-
delic culture, not only throw some amaz-

ing events, but they also promote this 
lovely scene of ours by releasing some 
banging trance.  Jimson, Hadra’s man 
in Belguim, has just compiled a new disc 
titled ‘Pangea’, which is a perfect name 
for this wonderfully wide international 
lineup of artists, all brought together 
through the medium of music. Musi-
cal offerings from: Shotu, Mr Percu-
liar, Atomic Pulse, Painkiller, Menog vs 
Chromatone, Artsense, Lost & Found, 
Occy, and Lunaroot.

As for news from Nano Records, we 
have lots, just turn the pages...

Psytrance News
served by Regan (Nano Records)

Atomic Pulse

Joti Sidhu

Atomic Pulse

FRESH SOUNDS
PsiBindi (DJ & Vocalist)
UK / London / Red Dust – Spain
www.aphidrecords.com
Mix: „Aphid Records Podcast  
by Dj PsiBindi“
www.bit.ly/PsiBindi
PsiBindi is an accomplished psy-trance  
DJ and classically trained vocalist. Signed 
to UK label Aphid Records and resident 
with Red Dust collective in Spain; She  
Dj‘s regularly in London and Europe.  
This year she‘s about to release her 
debut EP on Aphid Records and launch 
her exciting new Live Set!

Made on Earth
Brazil
contact: reverse9@live.com
tracks: www.soundcloud.com/
made-on-earth

 Do YOU also have Fresh Sounds ?
 www.bit.ly/fresh-sounds
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Your Psytrance news here? Write to: 
psytrance@mushroom-magazine.com

Your Psytrance news here? Write to: 
psytrance@mushroom-magazine.com



Since the release of his second full length 
studio album back in 2008, Nicola Capo-
bianco (or better known as Liquid Soul) 
has been touring the world. Pretty much 
every weekend he has been on a stage, 
performing for thousands and thousands 
of people. Now he is back in the stu-
dio working on his third album, due for 
release later this year on Iboga Trance. 
On top of it all he has been busy with his 
other projects such as Sleek and Earsugar 
he also continued the new collaboration 
with Ace Ventura called Liquid Ace.

Iboga also announces some major fat 
releases still to come this year which 
includes albums from Ace Ventura, 

Reefer Decree and Captain Hook plus a 
new digital compilation by James Mon-
roe for the ‘Best of my sets’ series. For the 
iPhone users I can also announce that Ace 
released his own app, available in iTunes 
store for free. Just search “Ace Ventura”.

Andrea Bertolini is certainly a guy to 
look out for this year. He just released 
an astonishing EP on Echoes called 360F 
and is currently working on the first digital 
compilation in a series of releases called 
”Radical Move” Andrea also started his 
own label called BTwisted Records.

Israeli progressive maestro Ritmo has 
teamed up with Rocky and present a col-
lection of fantastic brand new remixes of 
their progressive floorfiller ”The Floater”, 
reinterpreted by highly notable artists 
like low bpm frontman Andrea Berto-
lini as well as danish & swiss artists Time-
Drained and Motion Drive. The release is 
coming out on Iono.

Iono are also releasing a massive double 
CD for this years Vuuv Festival, celebrating 
their 20th year as a festival. For progres-
sive lovers, the first CD is packed with with 
dancefloor bombs from artists as Mute, 
Egorhythmia, Inner State, Mindwave 
and Loopstep to name a few. All and 
all in a neat package compiled by label 
 honcho Murus.

Hamburgs skateboard pro and super-
star DJ Fabio has been very produc-
tive this year. On the more techy side he 
has teamed up with long time partner 
 Thomas Johnson or Mapusa Mapusa 
for the full length debut album of Fusi 
& Johnson out on Iboga later this year. 
For the more progressive trance side he 
teamed up with fellow dj Benni Moon 
for the debut album of Fabio & Moon 
for Spin Twist Records. Catch the whole 
Hamburg posse at Waldfrieden Won-
derland this August. Spint Twist also 
announces new full length albums from 
Interactive Noise and Neelix.

Plusquam label boss Thomas Vitali 
 (Synstryk) reports new releases from the 
label. First up is a new full length album 
from Holland based progressive master 
C-Jay called “Forever Now”, followed a new 
album from the his own project Synstryk 
called “Serenity” with 7 previously unre-
leased tracks + remix to Symphonix “Nobody 
Knows” Additionally Sunstryk starts his Aus-
tralia tour on 23.09. in Melbourne and will 
travel for 3 weeks to serve different gigs.

If you know any new awesome act or 
release coming up that definitely needs to 
be heard about, please write to me at:  
progressive@mushroom-magazine.com

Progressive News
served by Bakke (Echoes Records)

Liquid Soul

Fabio

FRESH SOUNDS
Phaxe
Denmark / Copenhagen / Iboga Records
Booking contact: rowdy@live.dk
tracks: www.soundcloud.com/phaxe

Vice (former Time in Motion)
Denmark / Nomad / Blue Tunes Records
Booking contact: rowdy@live.dk
tracks: www.soundcloud.com/vice-live

Do YOU also have Fresh Sounds ?
www.bit.ly/fresh-sounds
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Your Progressive news here? Write to: 
progressive@mushroom-magazine.com



V.A. - Psychotria Viridis
(Random Rec.)
The Indigenous S.O.S. Bene-
fit Project presents “Psychotria 
Viridis”, a Suomisaundi compila-
tion by Random Records. All tracks 
were donated by the artists and all 
revenues from the selling will go 
to a native tribe of Colombia, the 
Cofanes. These people were forced 
to self-exile from their land beacuse 
it was declared to be uninhabitable. 
It is now heavily polluted by the oil 
drilling of North American oil com-
panies. Refugees in their own coun-
try, the Cofanes struggle to preserve 
their harmony with Mother Nature, 
practicing natural medicine and the 
criminalised Ayahuasca rituals.
www.equaldreams.com/randomrecords.

Penta – All Shots Double
(Aura Quake Records)
This man needs no introduction… 
Nikita Tselovalnikov aka Penta 
presents his sixth album, and it 
includes even more abstruse atmos-
pheres, vitriolic effects, and tempes-
tuous beats than ever before. The 
distinctly cinematic sound of the 
confessing movie freak is taken to 
another level: “Whenever there is a 
chase sequence or a suspense scene, 
I rarely understand what is going on 
on the screen as I am directing all 
my attention to the film score. In this 
sixth album, I have tried to use a lot 
of these cinematic sounds especially 
when it came to intros and break-
downs” Nikita explains. But what 
makes him probably really extraordi-
nary is his lunatic humour…

V.A. – Enter The Void
(Rockdenashi Productionz)
The void - Where mortal beings 
pass through and were the immor-
tals encompass all. Outside grav-
ity and beyond time. The infi-
nite continuum, where it all began 
and where it all will end. This idea 
was the inspiration for this very 
mighty, dark and rolling compi-
lation by Ogoun, the Project of 
Dark Whisper and Necropsycho, 
founded in 2010. After gathering 
a lot of experience in the Psych-
edelic music scene, the two com-
posers created a style of highly 
mental music which tells stories 
about life and death.

If you have dark news please send them to
darkpsy@mushroom-magazine.com

Dark News
served by Darth Fader
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Your Dark news here? Write to: 
darkpsy@mushroom-magazine.com



Submotion Orchestra – Finest 
Hour (Exceptional Records)
This “live cinematic Dubstep 
combo” has been my most exciting 
musical discovery during the past 
months. The Submotion Orchestra 
combines elements of Jazz, Ambient 
and Dubstep to create a deep and 
complex, but yet so easy and warm 
atmosphere. The band includes 
various long-year Jazz musicians, 
the wonderful voice of singer Ruby 
Wood and last but not least highly 
talented Dubstep and Drum’n’Bass 
producer Ruckspin. While some 
tracks exude a super relaxed, Lou-
nge-like vibe, others develop remar-
kable acoustic depths. The live 
appearance of Submotion Orchestra 
is just as great as their music. Incre-
dible good album!

One Dub Connection – Sound Is 
Religion (Diversified Music)
Thievery Corporation just released 
a new album. You like their sound? 
Well, if you are fond of dubby 
sounds and laid-back beats and if 
you are not afraid of some easy 

drums ‘n basses from time to time, 
then One Dub Connection might be 
pretty much your cup of tea. This 
album was released already in 1999 
but I have it on heavy rotation in 
my playlist since half a year. What 
could be better than timeless music? 
Free timeless music! “Sound Is Reli-
gion” was released for free under 
the Creative Commons License – 
get it at Diversified Music! diversi-
fiedmusic.de

Liquid Stranger – The Arcane Ter-
rain (Interchill Records)
As Interchill mastermind Andrew 
Collins announced in an interview 

Chill News 
Roberdo’s laid-back sounds for laid-back listeners

7

we had a few months ago, his label 
breaks grounds in terms of sound. 
The latest release is Liquid Stranger’s 
“The Arcane Terrain”, quite an extra-
ordinary mixture of heavy beats and 
basses, wobbles, Dub, Roots Reggae 
and World Music. Some tracks build 
on strong, danceable rhythm struc-
tures, others draw their energy from 
energetic raps and toasts. Then again 
there are songs with a distinct World 
Music feeling, involving djembe and 
tabla percussions, mouth harps and 
flutes. Also some laid-back Dub is not 
missing… All together a very varied 
and pleasantly innovative album.

Carbon Based Lifeforms – Twenty-
three (Ultimae Records)
Ok, lets get trippy… the Carbon 
Based Lifeforms album is packed with 
hovering pad sounds and perfidious 
psychoacoustics which provoke mind-
bending resonances on my skullcap 
and in the convolutions of my brain. 
Psychedelic Chill Out at its best! Pro-
bably not the kind of music I will 
listen to while working or cooking but 
undoubtedly a top-notch soundtrack 
for after-party scenarios or certain 
moments in inner space…

If you have chill news please send them to
chillout@mushroom-magazine.com

Submotion Orchestra

Your Chill news here? Write to: 
chillout@mushroom-magazine.com



Charts
Boom Shankar
(BMSS Rec. / Heidelberg, Germany)

PsyTrance Charts
1. Galactic Mantra (Ovnimoon 
2011 Rmx, Ovnimoon & Via Axis 
- Ovnimoon) 2. Mind Jacker 
(Tristan - BMSS) 3. Imaginari-
um (Burn in Noise Rmx, Alla-
by - Nano) 4. Enlightment (Zen 
Mechanics Rmx, Loud - Nano) 
5. War Machine (Pragmatix - 
Desert Trax) 6. Simulated Reali-
ty (Soul Kontakt & Boom Shan-

kar - BMSS) 7. Glithikers (Chameleon & Aphid Moon & friends 
- Unreleased) 8. Shanghaied to Paradise (Predators Rmx, Sun 
Project - Ovnimoon) 9. Tan Tricks (Tantrix - Blue Hour Sounds) 
10. Air Knob (Sonic Species & Zen Mechanics - Wakyo Sounds)

Götzlich
(Sprout/Plastik Park / Cologne, Germany) 

Psychedelic Tech Charts 
1. Burst (Switchbox Remix, 
Deya Dova - Reflekta) 2. Love 
& Imitation (Jamie Stevens & 
Steve Ward Remix, Infusion 
- Vapour Recordings) 3. Gas-
whopper (Fergie&Matador 
- Excentric Muzik) 4. I have 
plenty of Reasons (Javi Amo - 
Be One) 5. Kick1 Kick3 (Mae-
trik Sexy Remix, Timo Maas 

- Bedrock) 6. Let Love Kill You (Tom Hades Remix, Soren 
Aalberg - Rhythm Converted) 7. Kalamari (Beauty & the 
Beat Remix, Magitman - Plastik Park) 8. Pantograph Boun-
cing (Anna - Autist) 9. Give me Pain (Mikael Stavostrand 
Remix, Danton Eeprom - InFine) 10. 2-C-Bright (Secret Cine-
ma - Gem) 

DJ Slater
(Tribal Vision / Prague, Czech Republic)

Progressive Charts 
1. Virus (Flippers & DJ Sla-
ter feat. U-Prag - Tribal Visi-
on) 2. Slope (Perfect Stranger 
- Digital Structures) 3. Duck 
Walk (Antix - Iboga) 4. I‘m 
Studio (Riktam & Bansi‘s Tec 
Remix, FM Radio Gods - Plas-
tik Park) 5. Prague Full of Sna-
kes (Magitman Remix, Solid 
Snake vs. DJ Slater & U-Prag 

Drummers - Tribal Vision) 6. Little (D-Nox & Beckers - Tro-
nic) 7. Jupiter One (Solid Snake Remix, Aerodroemme - 
Sex Panda) 8. Timeless (Riktam & Bansi - Spun) 9. Too Bad 
to Forgive (Instrumental Mix, Johnson & Haske vs Jerome 
Isma-Ae - Jee) 10. The Clap (Lish remix)

Daksinamurti
(Timecode Rec. / Marburg, Germany)
PsyTrance Charts
1. Decoder (Lost&Found - 
3D Vision) 2. Sonic Driving 
(Archaic - Wildthings) 3. Sub-
concious Mind (Terrafrac-
tyl - Vertigo) 4. Bicycle (Magic 
Forest - Ektoplasm) 5. Funk 
Me (Digital Talk - Fractal) 6. 
Internal Dialoge (Imaginary 
Sight - Shanti Jatra) 7. Three 
Dots (Ajja - Peak) 8. Wild 
Wood Witch (Para Halu - Psylife) 9. Dangerstrips (Phibian 
vs. Antispin - Trick) 10. Brain Purge (Artifakt - Fractal)

Audiomatic
(Spintwist Rec. / Bocholt, Germany)
Progressive Charts 
1. Nightmare (Fabio&Moon 
Remix, Brainbug - Unreleased) 
2. Deep & Pumping Sound 
(Day.Din Remix, Audioma-
tic - Spintwist) 3. Wisdom To 
Change (Neelix - Spintwist) 4. 
Dr. Lupo (Audiomatic Remix, 
Ace Ventura & Rocky - Echoes) 
5. Passenger (Fabio & Moon 
vs. Vitor Falabella - Unre-
leased) 6. True Reality (Interactive Noise Remix, Symphonix 
- Blue Tunes) 7. Exchange (Audiomatic & Vaishiyas - Spint-
wist) 8. Unknown Language (Phaxe - Blue Tunes) 9. Frui-
topia (Kularis - Spintwist) 10. Fun & Sun (Q.U.A.K.E. - Ste-
reo Seven Plus)

Pr0fane
(Iboga - Multiphase / Aarhus, Denmark)
Progressive Charts
1. Our Moment (Ace Ventura & 
Loud- Iboga) 2. Epsilon Erida-
ni (Oliver Lieb- Bedrock) 3. 
Glade (Zen Mechanics Remix, 
Allaby - Nano) 4. Transport 
To Another (Atmos - Iboga) 
5. Conga Fury (Ace Ventura 
Remix, Juno Reactor - Metro-
polis) 6. Slipstream (Multipha-
se - Yellow Sunshine Explosi-
on) 7. Night Shift (Major7 Remix, Egorythmia - Echoes) 8. 
Similarity (Barry Jamieson Remix, Kasey Taylor - Vapour) 
9. Floater (Motion Drive Remix, Ritmo & Rocky - Iono) 10. 
Drive Thru (Simon Garcia - Quartz)
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PsiBindi
(Aphid / London, UK)

PsyTrance Charts
1. Trancelantic (Aphid Moon 
- Aphid) 2. One and Together 
(Dickster - Neurobiotic) 3. 
Neural Access (AMD - Fort-
hcoming Release - Nano) 
4. Psychic Traveller (PsiBin-
di vs. Aphid Moon - Forth-
coming Release - Aphid) 5. 
Interconnected (Masterblas-
ters - Nano) 6. Bandersnatch 

(Paul Taylor vs. Andy Mason - Kundalini) 7. Drum at Dawn 
(Zen Mechanics Remix - Neurobiotic) 8. Transitions (Ava-
lon vs. Waio vs Cyrus The Virus - Neurobiotic) 9. Dream-
walker (Mechanimal - Mutagen) 10. Cascade (Sinerider vs. 
Contineum - 24/7)

Sunstryk
(Plusquam , Germany)

Progressive Charts
1. The Jolly Roger (Ace Ventura 
& Captain Hook - Plusquam) 2. 
Fusion (Sensifeel - Synergetic) 
3. Stereo Bit (Cybax - Synerge-
tic) 4. One Destiny (Elecdru-
ids - Groove Control) 5. Hyp-
notic Energy (Sunstryk Remix, 
Liquid Soul - Plusquam) 6. 
Unlock (Major7 - Plusquam) 7. 
Crossroads (Funk Truck - Cro-

tus) 8. Earth Regeneration (Protoactive - Planet BEN) 9. Fire 
Dance (Liquid Sound - Midijum) 10. Pink (Cosmic Tone & 
Noga, Planet BEN)

Vibe Tribe
(Israel, Com.Pact Rec)

PsyTrance Charts 
1. Sesto Sento - P.L.U.R (Bizza-
re Tribe Remix) - UNR 2. Anan-
da Shake - Not For Lounge (All 
Rec.) 3. Vibe Tribe & Spade 
- Music People (HOMmega 
Rec.) 4. Bizzare Contact - Biz-
zare Adventures (HOMme-
ga Rec.)  5. Space Cat & Per-
plex Feat. Michele Adamn-
son - Shut Up & Dance (Spade 

Remix) Fineplay Rec. 6. Sesto Sento - Mysterious Ways 
(Vibe Tribe Remix) HOMmega Rec. 7. Ziki & System Nipel - 
Elgrand (Noga Rec.) 8. Spade - Flash Back (Unr.) 9. Faders 
- Keeping the moment (Utopia Rec) 10. Bizzare Tribe - Sou-
thern Sensations 

B. Ashra
(Berlin, Germany)
Chill Charts
1. Biosphere (Genkai-1 - 
N-Plants) 2. In einem Traum 
... (Krill Minima - Thinner) 
3. Gayatron (Cosmic Octa-
ve Orchestra - Klangwirkstoff) 
4. Falke (Benfay - Thinner) 
5. Fatalism (Massive Attack 
- Virign) 6. Viewpoint (John 
Shima - Diametral Chill) 7. 
Stop Talking (Vladislav Delay 
- Huume) 8. - Sansula (Dominik Eulberg - Traum Schall-
platten) 9. Wupp Dek (Robag Whrume - Pampa) 10. Lost & 
Found (Amon Tobin - Ninja Tune)

Azax Syndrom
(Rehovot / Israel, Drive Rec)
Power Trance Charts 
1. Chop Suey - Azax vs Bliss 
Brutal Remix (Unreleased) 2. 
Out Of Balance - Bizzare Tribe 
(Hommega) 3. Imaginary 
Friends - Azax Syndrom Remix 
(Drive) 4. Keep It Real 2011 
- Ultravoice vs Azax (Unre-
leased) 5. Tam Tam - Azax vs 
Bliss (Drive) 6. Deja Vu - Ult-
raPlex (Com.Pact) 7. The Truth 
- Azax Syndrom (Drive) 8. A Man On Acid - Azax vs Bliss 
(Yabai) 9. Warriors - Bliss (Drive) 10. The Better Man - Azax 
vs Bliss (Drive)

Deejayridoo
(Berlin/ Germany)
DarkPsy Charts
1. Psykovsky - To now knows 
when (Tantrum Records) 2. 
Psykovsky - Tanetsveta Album 
(Tantrum Records) 3. Already_
Maged - Liber_Scientia Album 
(Sonic Chakras) 4. Will O 
Wisp - You know its true (free 
download) 5. Antagon - Sal-
vation (2to6 Records) 6. Glo-
solalia - Once Upon A Time 
(Jupiter Toadstool) 7. Orestis - Recursive Consciousness 
(Tantrumm Records) 8. Furious & Dark Shire - Break On 
thrOugh (unreleased) 9. Dark Whisper - Psychedelic Adven-
tures (Active Meditation Music) 10. Kobold Instinct - Unk-
nownlifeforms (free download)

Charts
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Suduaya - Dreaming Sun
Altar Records
Like his fellow Trance pioneers Atmos, 
Perfect Stranger or Vibrasphere, Sudu-
aya is facing the high expectations 
provoked by a top-notch debut album. 
Suduaya‘s second album, „Dreaming 
Sun“, surpasses all expectations with 
10 pieces of beautifully crafted Pro-
gressive Morning Trance that will lift 
you up and infuse you with infectious 
energy. „Dreaming Sun“ is expected to 
be one of the most essential Progressi-
ve Trance albums ever released.
www.tinyurl.com/3rvplom

Tekniset - Teknical Problems
Freakdance Records
Tekniset is an Electronica duo from 
Finland, consisting of Huopatossu 
Mononen and Rick Timebees of 
Shiwa 2000. Both are well known 
from their career within the Suomi-
saundi (Finnish Goa / Psy) scene. 
“Teknical Problems” is their long-
awaited, hilariously demented debut 
album. It creates an unique melodic 
mixture of live instruments merged 
with various styles of ethnic, electro-
nic, breaks and Psy Trance music.
www.freakdancerecords.net

V.A. - Laboratorium
No Comment Records
From the depths of a lost ancient 
lab comes this piece of alchemic 
sound ingredients. Different 
flavors and feelings are carefully 
mixed, crafting special substances, 
each with it‘s own particular taste. 
Expect surprising music only 
from the most creative old and 
new artists on the scene. Make 
your own alchemic voyage to the 
sound of Lab‘s selection!
www.nocomment-records.com
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Avalon and Tristan are two incre-
dible artists that hardly need 
introduction. Recently, they have 
decided to join forces under the 
name, Killerwatts. Agnes Klos met 
up with guys to get some juicy 
details about this exciting project, 
sweeping the scene like a thun-
derstorm!

Hi guys, could you tell us how   
you came up with the idea for Kill-
erwatts?
Leon and I got to know each other at 
a very crazy night called Tribe of Frog 
in Bristol (still one of the best trance 
nights in the UK). We hit it off and 
wrote a tune together called “Another 
Planet”. It became a dancefloor 
monster and was featured on Aval-
on’s debut album “Distant Futures”. 
After such a success we decided to 
write more material together and 
fairly soon it was obvious that an 
album was the next step forward.

What is unique about your 
project?
I think we are currently the only 
ones combining the two elements 
of psychedelic depth and edge of 
the UK underground psy trance 
scene with the sheer power and top 
production value of the best Israeli 
trance artists.

We feel Killerwatts is a hybrid of the 
Avalon and Tristan sound, taken to 
a completely new level. It’s Massive, 
deep, rocking, Psychedelic music. The 
album is full of dancefloor bombs, 
just waiting to go off!!

What type of an audience are you 
trying to reach out to?
All ages from 16 years to 116 years! 
Anyone and everyone who loves the 
peak of the party; positive, energetic 
vibes and want to dance to pumping 
psychedelic music.

What are your influences when in 
the studio?
We listen to a lot of trance and a 
wide range of styles to get inspiration 
and production ideas from. Beyond 
that we are both particularly fired 
up with this project so it doesn’t take 
much to get the ball rolling.

As producers; do you have a par-
ticular way in which you create a 
track, or does it vary?
Halfway through the album we 
shifted from Logic Audio to Able-

ton Live which has been an amaz-
ing step forward; so our method of 
arrangement and composition has 
evolved according to the more mod-
ern approach that Ableton affords. 
Now we can do some really far out 
stuff really fast

You are both very busy travelling 
the world with your solo careers 
at the moment, how will you find 
the time to fit in the Killerwatts 
project?
Trance producing and DJing is not 
for the feint-hearted! It takes up all 
your time as it is very extremely 
labour intensive, so we are already 
fully committed to our life choice. 
We’ll just have to learn to jug-
gle more balls, hehe. Also we plan 
to perform the 3 live acts of Killer-
watts, Avalon and Tristan all as one 
package rather than do extra gigs of 
just the new project so that should 
limit the extra air miles we have 
to endure.

When can we expect the first 
album?

Hopefully some time 
in October. Get your 
ears stuck into as it’s 
going to be a belting 
trip of an album and 
one hell of a ride!
We are kicking off 
the summer with 
performances at 
Antaris, Sonica and 
Burning man, with a 
Brazil tour to follow. 
See you all on the 
dancefloor!

Agnes Klos

Killerwatts
Avalon meets Tristan

Avalon and Tristan are Killerwatts
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LOUD – The Remixes
LOUD scorch onto Nano Records 
with a compilation of LOUD anthems 
Remixed by an all star international 
lineup of artists.  Avalon, Laughing 
Buddha, Captain Hook, Prometheus, 
Zen Mechanics, Psysex & Activator, Per-
fect Stranger, Ace Ventura and LOUD 
all weigh in with monster tracks that 
make for undoubtedly one of the best 
collections of tunes released this year. 
Covering all the bases, play it LOUD!

MasterBlasters –  
Life  Changing Experiences
MasterBlasters will have you tunnelling 
through the cosmic funk till your feet 
turn to jelly and your mind has stret-
ched to the stars.  DJ Pogo (of ‚Wing-
makers‘ fame) and sound maestro 
Zephirus Kane drop their debut album 
of twisting-squelching acid-drenched 
power-surging tracks that venture to 
the deeper realms of trance.  Available 
in Limited Edition super psychedelic 
Foil Digipack, and digital download.

What do artists like Tris-
tan, Avalon, Headroom, Dick-
ster, The Commercial Hip-
pies, AMD, LOUD, Chroma-
tone, Allaby, the Circuit Break-
ers, Fearsome Engine, Laughing 
 Buddha,  MasterBlasters and 
Ecliptic have in common? Right- 
they are frequently headlining 
festivals and parties all around 
the world, standing for top-notch 
Psy Trance sound. But there is 
even more common ground: 
All of these artists are associ-
ated with the South African/
UK label NANO Records. A label 
that again is regarded by many 
to represent the cream of up-
to-date Psytrance music. Talking 
about the NANO sound,   
often the term “intelligent” 
appears. Is this the secret of the 
label’s almost 10-year success 
story? Let’s ask NANO’s master-
mind Regan.

“Intelligent sound” 
…what does that mean for you?
First and foremost creating the 
right vibe on the dance floor. 
Some tracks might not sound like 
the obvious choice, with no gim-
micks that so many producers and 
DJs rely on, but when you drop 

it on the floor and it holds every-
one’s attention, locks them into the 
groove and then builds, there is 
nothing quite like it.

You have been promoting this 
sound for almost 10 years now. 
What have been highlights 
so far?
Our first release “Emergence” 
really bursts out there, we worked 
hard to get it to everyone. The first 
Protoculture album also really gave 
us a lot of attention, which was 
great to then follow with the more 
psychedelic sounds that we were 
always into. It’s been amazing to 
have many of our all time favourite 
artists join the label and become 
close mates, e.g. Tristan and Dick-
ster. Plus launching careers of new 
talent is always a huge rush, and 
it’s so great to see them now rock-
ing it worldwide. Every single inter-
action with every artist we have 
ever worked with has been magical 
in some way.

And what’s next on NANO?
I’m busy working on a double CD 
for release before the end of the 
year which will feature some of my 
favourite tracks from our digital 
EPs. This will be the first time these 
tracks are available on CD, it’s 
going to be such an amazing col-
lection and journey. Plus we have 
the first NANO progressive compi-
lation on the way from Ecliptic. All 
very exciting!

www.nanorecords.co.uk
facebook.com/nanorecords
facebook.com/regan.nano

Roberdo

NANO Records
When sound becomes intelligent

Regan • pic: Deborah Rossouw
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Taliesin is the first internationally 
known producer from Austria. Taliesin 
is the celtic name for the welsh bard 
and wizard Merlin and it stands for 
his affinity to celtic mysticism, ancient 
pagan rituals, traditional melodies and 
the combination of those represents 
the uniqueness of his music – celtic 
Psytrance (Cytrance) that takes you to 
a cosmic journey from a subtle state to 
complete freaking out!
Jürgen Kern, born in 1964 in Tyrol/
Austria, lives now with his family in 
Lower Austria, south of Vienna. From 
his early days on he was a musician, 
composer and producer of music. 
From traditional folk music, Jazz, Reg-
gae and Rock he found his way to 
the dimension of Psytrance. His first 

underground Rock album 
with “The Wedding Anni-
versary”, came out by the 
end of the 80’s and found 
its way into the top charts 
throughout Europe. From 
1994 on he got deeply 
in love with Psytrance. 
2003 he produced his first 
Psytrance album “Spirit 
Fire” – a composition for 
the first “Goa Psy-opera” 
of the Phoenix Firedanc-
ers - a history of evolu-
tion of life – performed 

with pyrotechnics, fluoro-star-gates 
and acrobatic dances that was shown 
in Austria, Germany and parts of it in 
Arabian countries and now in Reno/
USA. Other compositions were pro-
duced for the new show “Geomatix”. 
From 2006 to 2009 he was a band 
member of the recently deceased 
Rockstar Supermax (“Love Machine”) 
and toured with him all over the 
planet introducing Psytrance to a 
broader audience. Taliesin was even 
awarded the Peacemaker Order at the 
Kremlin/Moscow in November 2006. 
After several single track releases 
he presented his new album “Three 
Times Three” on Midijum Records in 
2011 – which is the culmination of a 
long-term music career.

Taliesin
The Celtic Trancer from Austria

Taliesin „Three Times Three“
“Three Times Three” is Taliesin’s 
second studio album after producing 
plenty of remixes and tracks for 
Supermax, Phoenix Firedancers, 
Moonbootica, Chamber and 2Raum-
wohnung. It is the product of a unique 
journey after twelve years within the 
experimental universe of Cytrance and 
far beyond.

Nowadays Taliesin produces in his own 
studio with cutting-edge technology 
and plays frequently at the main floors 
throughout Europe. Despite the latest 
sound technology in his outstanding 
live sets he still picks up the dancers at 
a deep personal level and leads them 
to an inner journey of sound, light, har-
monies, rhythms and love to open up 
our inner eye to experience joy, hap-
piness and our collective unconscious-
ness in order to set us free!

www.taliesin.cc.

Contact:
Psylence Events & Booking Agency
DJ Progressor
A&R Manager in Austria
for Plusquam Labelgroup
progressor@aon.at
taliesin.booking@aon.at

Tom Rom

Talesin • pic: Tom Rom

Phoenix Firedancers • pic: Pascal Querner
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United Beats have conjured a lit-
tle magic to bring you music that 
gives you that ignited energy 
you yearn so much to hear! 
Block Device brings you his new 
EP “The Ground”.

Ludovic Benhamou is Block Device. 
Ludovic was born in 1985 in France, 
and has been producing electronic 
music for over 7 years. Discovering 
the electronic sound quite young, 
through radio shows in Paris, he 
soon placed a job in Paris’s most 
prestigious underground record 
shop, Techno Import. Ludovic’s pas-
sion for technology led him to pro-

United Beats
Max Peterson and Block Device

ducing his own music. Coming from 
a techno minimal background, he 
now has found his true calling in psy 
trance, melting all styles into one. 
BLOCK DEVCE  is presenting his style 
here with 3 of his freshest tracks, on 
his first EP release for United Beats 
records. Be sure not to miss out on 
these phenomenally well produced 
and musically innovative tracks, as 
Ludovic will surely become one of 
the next revelations of 2012….

Tracks:
1- The Ground (144 BPM)
2- Power Of Instinct (142 BPM)
3- Between 2 Sides (140 BPM)

An other UB artist who will release 
his next EP in August of 2011 is 
“Point” aka Eran aka Dual Core. 
Eran is back with 3 very fresh 
tracks this summer, so get ready to 
be taken straight to the point!

Max Peterson aka Mad Maxx 
and founder of United Beats has 
received a  FULL ON FANTASTIC 
response about his latest album 
“Mad Maxx and co.” featuring col-
laborations with John 00 Fleming, 
Space Tribe, XSI, Mekkanikka and 

more. Deep sound that you can’t 
help but to get up & dance too!

Max is also involved in a new project 
called Wild Monkeys, a collabora-
tion with Barthelemy Bayona (XSI) 
and Jean Marc Segondy (XSI & Bio-
nix). These guys decided to team 
up to deliver a new sound they call 
“Wild Monkeys”. The name origi-
nated from their hit track “Bass Mon-
keys” from 2009, released as XSI vs 
Mad Maxx on Phantasm Recs. W.M 
is a fusion between Psytrance & Elec-
tro with a dirty edge. Their experience 
in the studio together combined with 
fine taste & attention to detail is fas-
cinating…The debut album, planned 
to be released end of 2011 on United 
Beats Records.

Kylie Van Eerden

Max
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Gut ein Jahr ist es her, dass Sun-
stryk sein Debütalbum vorlegte, 
auf dem er die melodiöse „Pure 
Essence“ von progressivem Psy 
Trance destillierte. Seit dem kon-
nte sich das Projekt von Tho-
mas Vitali, auf das viele erstmals 
durch den Erfolg-
stitel „No Sur-
face“ bei Beat-
port aufmerk-
sam wurden, einer 
beständig wach-
senden Beliebtheit 
erfreuen. Span-
nende Neuigkeiten 
folglich, dass nun 
das zweite Album 
„Serenity“ an den 
Start geht.

Auf die Frage, was von seinem 
neuen Werk zu erwarten sei, ant-
wortet Thomas: „Eigentlich genau 
das, wofür ich immer wieder gutes 
Feedback erhalten habe: Progres-
siver Sound mit kräftigen, abwechs-
lungsreichen Basslines und Arrange-
ments mit viel Atmosphäre und 
einer echten Geschichte. Diesmal 
lag mein Hauptaugenmerk noch 
stärker auf den Emotionen und 
deren Ausdruck“. Neben 8 bisher 
unveröffentlichten Titeln findet 

sich auf „Serenity“ übrigens auch 
ein Remix zu Symphonix Klassiker 
„Nobody Knows“.
Mit seinem intelligenten, deepen 
Sound ist Sunstryk derzeit auf zahl-
reichen Festivals in Deutschland, 
der Schweiz, Österreich, Ungarn, 
Italien und Polen zu hören. Im Sep-
tember stehen sogar einige Gigs 
in Australien an. Zwischendurch 
ist Thomas fleißig damit beschäft-
igt, ein Remix Album aufzuneh-
men, auf welchem er diverse Titel 
seiner Musiker-Kollegen, wie etwa 
Liquid Soul, Earsugar, Sub6, Fatali 
oder Time In Motion neu interpre-
tiert. Die Veröffentlichung ist für den 
Winter geplant.

More than one year ago, Sun-
stryk presented his debut album 
on which he distilled the melodic 
“Pure Essence” of progressive 
Psy Trance. After the project of 
Thomas Vitali from South Ger-
many drew first attention with 
the very successful title “No Sur-
face” on Beatport, it is enjoy-
ing a steady increase in popular-
ity. Exciting news therefore that 
now the second album “Serenity” 
is released.

Sunstryk
Emotional Progressive Psytrance

Asked for a description of his new 
work, Thomas replies: “Actually 
it is exactly what I have received 
good feedback for again and 
again: Progressive sound with rich, 
varied bass lines and arrange-
ments that have a lot of atmos-
phere and that tell a real story. 
This time I focussed even more 
on the emotions and their expres-
sion.” Beside 8 unreleased tracks, 
also a remix on Symphonix’ clas-
sic “Nobody Knows” can be found 
on “Serenity”.
The intelligent, deep sound of Sun-
stryk can be heard currently at 
many parties and festivals in Ger-
many, Switzerland, Austria, Hun-
gary, Italy and Poland. In Sep-
tember, even an Australia tour is 
scheduled. In the meantime Tho-
mas is industriously working on a 
new remix album, on which he will 
re-interpret numerous titles from 
musician colleagues like Liquid 
Soul, Earsugar, Sub6, Fatali or Time 
In Motion. The release is planned 
for winter.

www.facebook.com/sunstryk
www.plusquam-records.net
www.sunstryk.com

Sunstryk „Serenity“ out in Aug/Sep 2011

Sunstryk live

Thomas „Sunstryk“
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When Midimal presented his 
debut album in 2007, it was 
another confirmation that Swit-
zerland is an exciting hot spot 
for lovers of Progressive Trance. 
“In Search of Water” revealed an 
unmistakable talent… a talent 
that has matured during the past 
4 years. After some compilation 
contributions and remixes, Chris-
tian Merki is back for “The Pur-
suit of Happiness”!

Rob: Your new album, “The Pur-
suit of Happiness”, has been 
released on Echoes about a month 
ago. How is the feedback so far?

Christian: I am really proud of this 
release. After I sent the album to my 
label, I was wondering if it would 
be successful- like always… When 
the CD was finally available on Psy-
shop, I realized that I did everything 
right. The feedback is amazing so 
far! The Pursuit of Happiness has 

Midimal
The Pursuit of Happiness

been another barrier for me, which 
I flowed through passionately.

Rob: You took 4 years to pro-
duce this new album. What is 
the evolution since “In Search 
of Water”?

Christian: I can say with great sat-
isfaction that I found my own, my 
personal style. My debut album 
was still some kind of self-discov-
ery. In the case of “The Pursuit of 
Happiness”, I knew exactly what 
I wanted and how to achieve my 
goals. Hands down- my way of pro-
ducing music has changed in var-
ious respects during the past 4 
years. I did the first album com-
pletely on Cubase and somehow 
there was always a “That’s the com-
mon way it works!” monkey on my 
shoulder. Now, since already quite 
some time, I am working with Logic 
Pro and I try to bring in ideas and 
strategies I have learned using other 
sequencers. My side job is pro-
ducing film music, that is why I am 
working a lot with Digital Performer 
and also many Kontakt samplers. 
The symbioses I developed in this 
way satisfies me very much because 
it not only enables me to do dance 
floor tracks but also slower and 
more individual works.

Rob: What are recent highlights 
for you?

Christian: No doubt about that… 
My 3-month son Jaron is the high-
light of my life! In fact, he repre-
sents a strong factor why I produced 
another album! There are so much 
intense emotions before and after 
the birth of a child… I transformed 

them into music. Concerning music, 
Hadra festival was a true highlight. 
I barely ever saw such a good fes-
tival, organized with so much good 
energy. Right now, I am really look-
ing forward to Ozora because I got a 
surprising last-minute booking!

Rob: Any special plans for the 
future or new projects?

Christian: I believe for the next 
years my project is being father. I 
want to show to my son the world 
and, if he’s up for it, of course also 
the craft of his dad. Honestly, I did 
not think about the next album 
yet. Such a project requires a lot 
of time and energy, especially 
when two important moments of 
life coincide.

www.facebook.com/midimal
www.echoes-records.com

Vier Jahre sind vergangen, seit-
dem Midimal sein Debütalbum vor-
legte- und mit ihm einen weiteren 
Beweis dafür, dass die Schweiz in 
Sachen Progressive Trance ziem-
lich weit vorne ist. Mit „The Pursuit 
Of Happiness“ erschien vor einem 
guten Monat nun das Folgewerk 
auf Echoes Records. Während der 
Vorbereitungen für sein Ozora Set 
fand Chrisitan Merki noch Zeit für 
ein Interview- und sprach über das 
neue Album, seinen musikalischen 
Findungsprozess und wie ihn seine 
bisher beste Produktion, sein neu-
geborener Sohn Jaron, bei all dem 
beeinflusst hat.

Die ungekürzte deutsche Fassung 
des Interviews findest du auf
www.mushroom-online.com
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In Japanese, the word Uchu 
means universe, a vast space 
where lots of things can happen 
– even the supposedly impos-
sible! This was exactly the kind 
of thing which Pavel Burylichev 
and his friend Anton Novikov 
from Moscow had in mind when 
they started their same-named 
music project in 1996. Exhaust-
ing the possibilities of contem-
porary production software, 
they presented experimental 
Downbeat as psychedelic and 
trippy as it can be. Soon first 
live sets followed and in 2001 
they even released a self-dis-
tributed CD.

Uchu
The power of calmness

Afterwards it became somewhat 
quiet around Uchu, and from 
2002 Anton left the project, Pavel 
returned in 2006 to start the most 
productive phase. Actually he did 
not stop making music during 
the years of the break. Rather, he 
trained himself in classical instru-
ments, which he experienced to be 
a huge enrichment for his musical 
skills. In 2008 Pavel released his first 
solo album as Uchu named “South 
Wind” – a bubbling, psychedelic 
cocktail with a distinct musical edge, 
laid back yet everything but tran-
quilizing. This year saw his second 
album, “Shamen Funk”, which con-
tinued this very personal Downbeat 
style. Finally a brand new digital EP 
including a remix by Flucturion 2.0 
is just ready to take off.

“I don’t think a Chill Out is a place 
to where you come for sleeping. 
That is why I am not the biggest fan 
of sleepy ambient”, Pavel explains. 
“Beats, pulsating rhythms and psych-
edelic sounds - that what I want to 
hear in music.” This also gives an 
interesting hint about which kind of 
music can be expected on his own 
label Spaceradio Records that has 
just been launched.

Concerning his own musical style, 
Pavel remarks: “I really enjoy 
recording everything myself. I play 
and record guitar parts, djembes, 
some funny background noises.” 
While doing so, travelling is a huge 
source of inspiration for the Russian. 
Escaping from the icy winter of his 
country to sunny Goa supports him 
with lots of intercultural influences 
and ideas. While basically the gigs 
of Uchu stand for a sophisticated 
live version of modern Chill Out, 
Pavel is also known for his pumping, 
melodic Psy Trance sets.

www.spaceradiorecords.com

Roberdo

Album Shamen Funk (Space Radio Rec)
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Since 2002, the South African label 
Timecode established an independent 
sound that should later be labelled as 
“Twilight”: A mixture of pumping Full 
On grooves, eerie soundscapes, pow-
erful melodies and intricate psyche-
delics. Originally formed by Shift, Arti-
fakt and Phyx, Timecode quickly expe-
rienced a steep increase in popular-
ity which made it one of the most 
respected and most influential labels 
of today’s global Trance scene. To push 
the passion for high-quality psyche-
delic music and culture even further, 
Sangoma Records was founded by 
Daksinamurti and Gata Freak as a sub-
label of Timecode.

In South Africa the Sangoma is the inter-
mediary for the ancestors and sacred 
spirits, the wanderer between the worlds 
and the practitioner of herbal medicine, 

a healing shaman or feared witchdoctor 
deeply rooted in the native local culture. 
This idea was a strong inspiration for the 
label policy because it represents very 
well the attitude of the two founders.

Daksinamurti is Till from the German city 
of Marburg, where he studies cultural 
Anthropology and Ethnology… at least 
when he is not globetrotting the world 
with his organic, tribalistic sounds. Gata 
Freak is Emiel Josef from Doha, Qatar but 
grown up in Bangalore, India. Besides 
working as an art director in the advertis-
ing industry, his weakness for exploring 
fresh and top notch sound has seen him 
setting on fire some dance floors in and 
around India and South Africa.

Accordingly, the aim of Sangoma 
Records is not only to present music 
at the pulse of time but also to release 
music within different spheres- without 
definitions and boundaries, music made 
with love by unique artists who don’t fol-
low trends and aim always to deliver 
something new, unheard and surpris-
ing… some great organic medicine for 
the ears! The first release on Sangoma, 
a compilation by Daksinamurti and Gata 
Freak, is expected before the end of the 
year and will be followed by “V.A. - Multi-
Faith Mantra”, compiled by sG4ary.

Last but not least, of course also San-
goma’s mothership Timecode is busy 
releasing high-quality Psy Trance. A 
batch of EPs like the Principles of Flight 
remixes and Artifakt Triad 1 & 2 have 
just been released and V.A. “Toko-
loshe Tales 2” is in the making. 2012 will 
be Timecode’s 10th anniversary and 
of course there are already big plans 
for this year.

www.sangomarecs.com
www.timecode.co.za

Sangoma Records
Up-and-coming sublabel of South Africa’s Timecode

Gata Freak
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“Have you ever been to a party, 
where the energy seems to con-
nect: the whole crowd suddenly 
seems to be on the same wave-
length?! A couple of years ago 
we noticed, (regardless where 
we were in the world), this was 
happening if the music was 
…a piece of artwork – but still 
thrusting that groovy & innova-
tive edge... that’s easygoing & 
fun to follow the dance flow!
So, with this in mind, we work 
with talented fresh intuitive DJs 
& producers who mix up the 
best bits of Progressive Trance, 
Techno, House with live ele-
ments to capture this beautiful 
energy”, Bahar Canca explains. 
Together with Matt Williams she 
founded the Sub Bubble Record-
ings & Studio in 2010.

Sub Bubble
The Future is Bright  –  The Future is Sub Bubble

The most shimmering crystalliza-
tion point of this musical vision is 
Sundance Festival. Set on the idyl-
lic Mediterranean coast of Turkey, 
this open air brings together a mix 
of a sun-drenched setting, music 
& dance with happy people in the 
most inspiring of environments. 
Resting on a private beach, sur-
rounded by beautiful woodland, 

mountains & ruins dating back to 
700 BC, this is an unmissable festi-
val experience. Freedom of music 
flow, the Sundance Festival boasts 
electronic genres, but also offers a 
taste of world music; classical, tra-
ditional & their respective interpre-
tations & all means of expression. 
Inspiring electronic beats will touch 
the hearts of the people - After the 
Sub Bubble team received amaz-
ing feedback on the first edition in 
2010, the next Sundance, will take 
place around the first weekend of 
June 2012.

Sub Bubble Recordings Label was 
founded in summer of 2010 jam 
packed with hot releases this year 
so far, with a catalogue includ-
ing 7 releases & hit remixes from 
the likes of Weekend Heroes, 
A.Balter and Luigi Rocca. Label 
manager Evy Star is busy work-
ing behind the scenes to take Sub 
Bubble Records to the next level, 
becoming an internationally known 

& well respected underground 
dance label.

Alongside promoting their vision 
of great parties with deep under-
ground sound, the collective also 
run a unique pro-recording studio 
where respected indie bands such 
as 2 Door Cinema Club, Young 
Legionnaire, Andrew Weatheral 
and The Twighlight Sad have been 
recording.

www.subbubble.com
www.facebook.com/SubBubble
www.subbubblestudios.com
http://www.subbubblestudios.
com/events/sundance-music-fest

Baher Canca EP  
(Sub Bubble Records)
Innovative and vibrant Turkish born DJ 
Bahar Canca oozes intelligence with 
this three-part EP from impressive 
London label Sub Bubble. ‚Groove Me 
Up‘ opens with a thunderous incepted 
dream like narrative while ‚Joy‘ adds 
funk & groove to a Teutonic edged 
techno bass line. Finally, ‚Fast Cars & 
Aliens’ holds a deep penetrating ener-
gy ripe for a 4am Funktion One sound 
system. Bursting with forward fabulous 
savvy this one ticks all the boxes!
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DJ Nad is Daniel B. from Cologne, Ger-
many. Nad  Sanskrit is for sound, 
vibration or movement.

In early childhood the fascination of sound 
& music already caught his attention, lead-
ing to learning piano & guitar. Discovery of 
new sound captivated & inspired him, par-
ticularly percussion rhythms & instruments 
– he studied Tabla in India, with renowned 
Tabla master Pandit Chote Lal Misra of 
Benares for seven years.

Surrounded by rhythm & groove, he discov-
ered the spirit of Psytrance at his first elec-
tronic outdoor festival in 1996.  He bought 
his first records, spinning vinyl on his broth-
er’s turntables.

NAD’s sound on festivals is nothing short 
of “moving”.  He embraced music further 
starting producing his own sound – unique 

& deep with surprising flow. “Hammering 
kicks – dry, deep and pounding basslines- 
distorted & creaking synthlines- propulsive 
percussion - weird & trippy FX. Dark pro-
gressive comes closest to describing my 
style, thats why my sound is influenced by 
the Australian trance scene,” Daniel elab-
orates. His influences include Atmos, Beat 
Bizzar, Sonus, XV Killist, Tristan Boyle, Freq, 
Grouch, Gaudium, Shiva Chandra, Hatikwa.
His music tells a beautiful story with sound, 
a little introduction with a twisting energy-
igniting storyline, delivered in a way that 
touches your heart & moves your feet!

NAD enjoys the people and flow around 
him wherever he is.  His connection with 
the community & ability to work with them 
together, keeps his creations flowing & each 
set he plays with passion & heart, that the 
people celebrate gladly with him. His Live-
set he will introduce for the first time in sep-
tember  at “Listen & Enjoy”s “Under The 
Ground” in Cologne http://www.goatrance.
de/goabase/party/details/59745

Discography of released tracks:
– Horus - V.A. Groove in Progress
 (GOAgemein.de Rec. 2009)
– Pulse - V.A. Cyandroids  

(Cyan Music, 2010)
– Tumbling Down @ V.A.- Tripguid
  (PSR Music, 2010)

– Magic Carpet @ V.A. Transmodulation 
(PSR Music 2010)

– Out Of The Forest @ V.A. – Tank Fuel II  
(Panzar Produktionz, 2011)

upcoming track releases:
–  V.A. – Tank Fuel III  

(Panzar Produktionz)

My Personal Experience:
I first met Daniel at the Wonderland festi-
val 2010 (Germany)& his set grabbed me 
instantly. This guy really knew what he 
was doing! When I saw him afterwards, i 
thanked him for his inspiring set. He gave 
me quite some of his time and told me of 
his interests & also of time he spent in Aus-
tralia. End of Summer Festival 2010 (Ger-
many) I had the pleasure to see him 
again, he remembered me quite well & 
handed me a beer! I noticed him wander-
ing around the floor before his set, taking in 
what he saw & felt from all around.  After-
wards, he played drums with us along-
side the dancefloor – it surprised me how 
much he enjoyed to relax & spend time with 
the people, &his talent for drumming was 
superb! At this time I told him of my new 
found adventures with mushroom maga-
zine.  Till now, we have stayed in contact 
& I look forward to every time we meet, 
always a pleasure!

Kylie Van Eerden

NAD
Progon Syndicate/Panzar Produktionz



The history of Doof Records 
reaches back to the times when 
psychedelic music was associated 
with names like Jimmy Hendrix 
and The Doors. The two young-
sters UV and Zirkin organized rock 
parties in their Israeli home town 
before they eventually discov-
ered the hypnotic power of elec-
tronic music while travelling the 
world in the early 90ies. In 1996 
they founded the DOOF project 
together with two other friends. 
Since then, this name stands for 
top-notch Psy Trance music and 

Doof Records
Newsflash

top-notch under-
ground Psy 
Trance parties in 
Israeli desert.

Doof Festival 
is probably the 
annual highlight of 
the creative collec-
tive. Held on the 
beautiful beach 
of the Sea of Gali-
lee in the North of 

Israel, it makes the earth quaking with 
frisky psychedelic vibes for 4 days and 
3 nights. This year’s edition turned out 
to be a stunning success with some 
help from the Paganka crew which 
organized the Progressive stage and 
added a sparkling new facet to this 
classic event. Obviously a great inspi-
ration for both the Doof project and 
Paganka crew: For 24th October, they 
announced a very special 24-hour cel-
ebration… so watch out!

Also on the side of the music label 
Doof Records, there has been a very 

interesting summer so far. Clockstop-
pers, the up-and-coming new project 
of Terranoise and Evergreen, pre-
sented its album Dein Nommos- a 
funky, psychedelic and melodic work 
between day and night, between Punk 
Rock and Dark Psy... Coming up next 
are the new albums from Entropy and 
Cactus, both already well known from 
Doof Records. Lovers of highly pow-
erful, twisted, highly psychotropic but 
yet humorous sound will be delighted!

www.doooof.com
facebook.com/DoofRec

Dein Nomos - Clockstoppers
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– 20 Years of Psychedelic Trance

The Anthology of the Goa-Psytrance movement!
44 authors, 40 photographers, 700 pictures from 1989 to 2011. Four more chapters (India 
today, Thailand, South Africa & Sweden) and many new pictures!

Special offer for the NEW GOA BOOK IN ENGLISH (out in Dec 2011) until October, 31st: 
EUR 45 ,-- including poster & DVD by Psynema (normal price: EUR 49,80)

Order now at www.nachtschatten.ch/goabook or by email to versand@nachtschatten.ch  
and get your book-DVD-set as early bird! 
Discount for collective orders!
ISBN 978-3-03788-189-7



Fluffy little rabbits 
from outer space are 
obviously keen on 
mushrooms! Nita 
Kravits caught 
one in the act 
and captured the 
moment for the 
front page of this 
issue. The Ukrainian 
painter is part of 
an artist collective 
which she started 12 
years ago together with her 
partner Sergey: Fluranet. Over 
the years, this experimental project 
gathered more and more contribu-
tors and brought to life an amazing 
variety of fluorescent decoration, 
fashion and accessories.

“I 
really 

like using the national pattern of my 
country, mixing it up with Psy patterns. 
These are very ancient symbols, like 
the circle or the triangle. I think that 
these tribal ornaments represent lots 
of information about life and its princi-
ples. Also, I want to show to the world 
the richness of our national pattern”, 

Nita explains her 
approach on 

her paintings. 
Her large 
backdrops 
could 
be seen 
at many 
parties in 

the Ukraine 
since the 

Fluranet team 
made itself a 

name for original 
decorations.

Operating from Kiev, the crew runs a 
little shop where its creative products 
are sold: Paintings, a variety of 
fluorescent clothes and bags as well 
as hand-made jewellery from polymer 
clay. During the summer, their mobile 
shop can be found at various festivals 
in Europe, like Ozora in Hungary or 
Sonica in Montenegro. In winter, the 

team moves to sunny India. Last 
but not least there is flura.net, the 
online shop that makes the work 
of Fluranet available all around 
the world. While this site is 
Russian, the Facebook profile is 
available in English.

Flauschige kleine Kaninchen 
aus den Weiten des Weltalls 

sind offenbar scharf auf Pilze! 
Nita Kravits hat eines auf 

frischer Tat ertappt, wie du 
auf dem Titel dieser Ausgabe 
sehen kannst. Die ukrainische 
Malerin gründete vor 12 Jahren 
zusammen mit ihrem Partner 
Sergey das Künstlerkollektiv 
Fluranet.

„In vielen meiner Bilder vermische 
ich das traditionelle Muster meines 
Landes mit psychedelischen 
Elementen“, erklärt die Künstlerin. „Es 

handelt sich um sehr alte Symbole, 
wie den Kreis oder das Dreieck. Ich 
denke, diese Formen sagen viel über 
das Leben und seine Prinzipien aus“. 
Ihre großformatigen Bilder und andere 
Dekoration des Fluranet Teams sind 
schon seit langem fester Bestandteil der 
ukrainischen Partyszene.

In Kiew betreibt das Kreativ-Kollektiv 
einen kleinen Laden, wo Malereien 
sowie handgefertigte fluoreszierende 
Klamotten, Taschen und Schmuck 
angeboten werden. Im Sommer ist 
der mobile Fluranet Shop u.a. auf der 
Ozora und der Sonica anzutreffen. 
Und auch übers Internet kann auf die 
vielseitigen Kreationen zugegriffen 
werden, die Facebook Seite ist 
englischsprachig.

www.flura.net
www.flura.us
www.facebook/flura.net

Roberdo

Nita Kravits
Fluranet
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tions is: why is this sexy shower of 
bodies, immersed in the fluorescent 
ocean of lights, raving together to 
the rhythm of our so much beloved 
Psytrance music, not showing more 
sexual interaction and open display 
of affection on the dancefloor?
It is a well-known fact that Psytrance 
parties are not meat-market parties. 
A Psytrance party is a place where 

girls do not have to fear that they 
will be constantly bothered and chat-
ted up. It is a place where, regardless 
whether you are a boy or a girl, one 
respects each others space on the 
dancefloor (well, in most cases).
However, there is that erotic, sexual 
and sizzling tension in the air. It is 
tangible mostly on the dancefloor 
but also in the chillout tents, when 
the looks are exchanged. It is tangi-
ble when for a few magical seconds 
your eyes meet with someone else’s 
eyes and it feels as if every single 

Goa and Psytrance seem to share a 
fair amount of common ground with 
the hippie scene from the 60ies. The 
mystical blankets from India, long 
and colourful hair, the ideology of 
freedom, tolerance, paganism, spiri-
tuality, deep understanding between 
all cultures and temporary feeling 
of eternity – in other words ‘cosmic 
awareness’ experienced for a short 
period of time. Psytrance is com-
monly considered to be the official 
successor, next to Rainbow Gathe-
ring, of the revolutionary libera-
tion movement which flooded the 
1968 generation and affected various 
areas of life. Unfortunately, it is not 
entirely true.
First of all, the goa scene is not so 
much political-oriented. It is more 
hedonistically focused where devo-
tion to pleasure stands in the centre 
of attention. Even though the poli-
tical, spiritual and social connota-
tions can still be found in a form of 

symbols at festivals and are often 
demonstrated to some extent, they 
are more than just the leftovers 
from the hippie culture, not really 
the main issue circulating on the 
dancefloors.
The second big difference between 
the Goa scene and hippie movement 
is the landscape of sexual activities 
at festivals. It might be connected 
with the fact that under the influence 
of more or less legal substances the 
sexual drive of goa-ravers wears off 
and stimulants containing the Viagra 
ingredient have never been really 
introduced or offered massively in 
the scene. Or perhaps the collective 
trance-awareness on the dancefloor 
and socially-directed focus on music 
does not really go hand in hand with 
public sexual activities? Or maybe 
the transcendental experience of 
being united with the cosmic force 
while listening to the almighty orgas-
mic beat is thousands times better 

than any sex?
Yet, it cannot be denied 

that trance festivals in fact 
resemble a truly erotic 
shower of bodies. One can 

find all out there: petite, fit 
girls with sexy skimpy tops 

in every corner of the party 
and elf-alike cute creatures that eve-
ryone yearns to cuddle to. Hand-
some fit boys with their torso on 
the display, boys with a dreambody, 
muscles, perfect tattoos and piercing, 
stunning boys with dreadlocks who 
look as if they have just escaped 
from the beaches of Goa and Ko 
Phangan, an impressive parade of 
tanned or simply chocolate-skinned 
girls from Universo Paralello who 
stand out on a pale-filled beach 
like divine beings, simply goddes-
ses sent from heaven. So the ques-

all pictures:
Fuck For Forest
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atom in your body exploded with an 
array of sparkles. Is there anyone 
who hasn’t experienced in the past 
this exceptional sensation coming 
from something as small as an 
exchange of eye contact? And some-
times there is more coming after-
wards…;-)
There are many couples that come 
to Psytrance festivals, even families 
with kids but there are also many 
singles. Obviously these erotic mee-
tings on the dancefloor and cosy 
encounters in the sitting areas lead 
to new friendships, relationships, 
marriages and also sometimes a 
communal style of living in small 
groups who share everything and 
everyone like hippies.
Public sex, which could 
presumably be expected 
from the scene that resem-
bles hippie culture so much, 
is not really a common phe-
nomenon. There are some-
times people dancing naked 
and fooling around in the 
mud, or making love in the 
middle of the field, literally 
50 meters away from the 
main floor. However, sex is 
mostly regarded as an activity that 
is reserved for tents or in secluded 
areas, far away from the dancefloor. 
Free-Sex-Groups such as for instance 
„Fuck-for-Forests“ (fuckforforests.
com), aiming to rescue forests with 
their public display of sexual activi-
ties, have had sex-tents on the festi-
val site in the past years, but today it 
is rather rare. 1.300 free love practi-
tioners have united their strengths 
since 2004 in order to support the 
forest-protection projects with their 
nakedness and sex-parties. They are 
not really a very welcome group 
of guests at festivals though. Fes-
tival organisers who often have to 
deal with the pressure of the autho-
rities and critical media see public 

sex as a provocation that they pre-
fer to avoid.
Sometimes there are cruising-zones 
like in the cornfield labyrinth at 
Ozora festival or in the forest area 
surrounding the dancefloor. These 
are the places where people hit on 
each other, have a little walk around, 
stay for a while in one spot and 
then again find each other and have 
spontaneous sex. It is more seldom 
to see actions between girls or bet-
ween boys and spontaneous hetero-
sex in the cornfields.
In fact there are no real meeting 
points at festivals, adjusted for les-
bians, gays or bi-sexuals, like for 
example public and fully exposed 
ones at Burning Man. The LGBT-com-

munity somehow ignores the Goa 
scene – maybe because 
they think it only 
focuses on straight 
men and women 
– that’s com-
pletely wrong. 
Though there 
are no infor-
mation stands, 

no condom dispensers, no cosy les-
bian or gay chaishops/cafes, no dar-
krooms or lightrooms, no naked 
dancefloors or other areas dedicated 
to sexual play.
It is a standard on the gothic scene 
as well as on the house-music scene 
but the Kitkat-Club-alike meeting 
points do not exist as such on the 
Goa scene. Perhaps it’s a gap on the 
market that it is still waiting to be 
filled. We have 20 years of dull open 
sex activities in the scene; we will see 
what the next 20 years will bring

Translation by Agnes Klos
Text by Tom Rom
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No symbol is being associated 
stronger with the Psy Trance 
scene than the syllable Om, 
written in the Indian Devana-
gari alphabet. Those who are 
not familiar with this string of 
characters often even refer to 
it as the “Goa sign”. In fact, 
the Om is a crucial part 
of many Indian religi-
ons like Hinduism, 
Buddhism or Jai-
nism, where it is 
regarded to pos-
ses sacred or 
mystical pro-
perties. For 
a good rea-
son: The pro-
nounced Om 
is a sound-
symbol for 
the ultimate 
reality.

How does this 
work? Well, actu-
ally the Om, also 
referred to as the Aum 
or the Ohm, consists of 
three sounds: Aaa – ooooo 
- mmmmmmm. Try it yourself! 
The rather short “a” at the very 
beginning stands for the creation 
of the universe. The “o” is asso-
ciated with the duration of eve-
rything that exists. And finally 
the “m” stands for the dissolu-
tion of everything. This cosmic 
trinity is represented by the Tri-
mutri, the gods Brahma, Vishnu 
and Shiva, who are responsible for 
these three phases. We can even 
cross bridges to Western philoso-
phy: Also Hegel’s dialectic inclu-
des three steps, thesis, antithesis 
and synthesis.

The Om is not only regarded to 
represent reality by its sound 
being a metaphor for it. It is widely 
believed that the universe in its 
primitive 

form consists of some sort of vib-
rating, pulsation energy. Therefore, 
the humming Om is the sound-
track for this primeval energe-
tic vibe. Chanting the Om will syn-
chronize you with the universe. If 
you are up for it, try yourself expe-
rimenting a little with this syllable! 
Sit in a comfortable and undistur-
bed place and take a deep breath 
before each Om. If you pronounce 
it, do it very nasal, make sure you 

Chant:
Melodic pronunciation of text or 
singing of simple melodies in general, 
singing of Mantras in particular. Repe-
tition is a crucial element of chanting.

Mantra:
Short, phrase-like sequence of 
words. The chanting of Mantras is an 
important meditation technique in 
Hinduism, Buddhism and Yoga.

use the lowest parts of your voice 
and speak the Om as long as pos-
sible. After 7 times, take a little 
break. Focus on the pronunciation 
– you might feel a cosy resonance 

wandering up from your sto-
mach to your temples...
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Three characters are sufficient to 
trigger a cascade of associations: 
Goa. This term stands for a very par-
ticular style of music, for a very par-
ticular style of party, for a very par-
ticular style of clothing. All together, 
it stands for a lifestyle. Even for 
those who have never been to the 
palm-lined beaches of the Indian 
state Goa, where it all begun. Why? 
Well, obviously quite some things 
have evolved since first hippies and 
dropouts took resident at this place 
in the late sixties. Exactly this evo-
lution was the inspiration for the 
popular documentary Last Hippie 
Standing: Goa Is Not A Place – Goa 
Is A State Of Mind which has just 
been re-released in a new edition on 
Merlins Nose Records.

The independent 45-minute documen-
tation was the debut of German film-
maker Marcus Robbin. His idea: A com-
parison of the original hippie movement 
and the modern Psychedelic Trance 
scene. For this purpose, he presen-
ted historic Super8 footage beside own 
material, which he shot in Goa around 
New Year’s Eve 1999. Impressing pic-
tures that truly speak for themselves... 

Additionally, he conducted interviews, 
among others with the veterans Swami 
William and Goa Gil. They give interes-
ting insights and perspectives about the 
ideals and the attitude of the hippies and 
how it evolved and transformed over the 
years. Last Hippie Standing tells the story 
of a contradictory evolution that includes 
Indian spirituality, Western philosophy 
but also technology and globalization.

A global state of mind

After Last Hippie Standing was 
released in 2002, it became a cult film. 
Now Marcus Robbin is continuing his 
search for the spirit of Goa. This time 
he is not looking back, but forward 
to the future: The mystic year 2012 
is just around the corner. Even if one 
assumes that an apocalyptic destruc-
tion of the world will not take place, 
still there are very noticeable changes 
going on. More and more people get 
interested in ecologic, sociologic and 
even metaphysic subjects. The search 
for alternatives in terms of a positive 
evolution of our society has already 
begun. And again Goa is a multicultu-
ral melting pot for this “Global State of 
Mind”, which is the tagline for part 2 of 
Last Hippie Standing.

DVD: Last Hippie Standing

At the moment Marcus Robbin is 
searching for possibilities to realize this 
project before 2012. On his YouTube 
channel, a video research diary can 
be found. Due to the fact that such 
an extraordinary documentary is very 
difficult to finance by the established 
institutions, Marcus Robbins is trying to 
finance the second part by donations. 
The website lasthippiestanding.de calls 
for donations via PayPal to allow the 
production of the documentary during 
the coming winter. The film-maker 
hopes that the fans worldwide, which 
have downloaded the film primarily 
from the Internet, will make a con-
tribution to be able to see the sequel 
Last Hippie Standing II: Global State of 
Mind next year.

www.youtube.com/user/MarcusRobbin
www.lasthippiestanding.de

Goa is not a place – Goa is a state of Mind!

this film became cult - Last Hippie Standing

Goa Gil & Swami William Raja Ram
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Jamaika Mike
Ganja, Koks & Karibikträume

Auswandern- dahin, wo die 
Sonne immer scheint und die 
Menschen freundlicher und ent-
spannter sind … wer hat nicht 
schon davon geträumt? Michael 
Weigelt hat es getan. Doch in 
welche Abenteuer er im fernen 
Jamaika geraten würde, das hätte 
er wohl nie geahnt. So sorglos 
und entspannt das Leben dort aus 
der Ferne wirken mag, so hart ist 
der Alltag in diesem Dritte-Welt-
Land. Auf der verzweifelten Suche 
nach einem Job gerät Michael 
schließlich in ein ebenso lukra-
tives wie gefährliches Geschäft: 
Den Drogenhandel … Eine ganz 
andere Auswanderer-Story, die 
sich wirklich so ereignet hat.

„Ich wusste, dass Jamaika ein 
Umschlagplatz auch für Koks ist, aller-
dings entwickelte sich das erst im 
ganz großen Stil, als ich bereits im 
Knast war. Dass Michael Weigelt über-
haupt in diese Zirkel hinein gekom-
men ist, spricht für seine Cleverness 
und Anpassungsfähigkeit. Jamaika als 

Zwischenstation des internationalen 
Kokainhandels zwischen Kolumbien 
und Europa ist bisher nur Insidern 
bekannt, umso spannender ist ein sol-
cher Tatsachenbericht von jemandem, 
der dabei war“, schreibt der legendäre 
Ex-Drogendealer Howard Marks in sei-
nem Vorwort zu Jamaika-Mike. Denn 
obwohl die karibische Heimat der 
Rastafari stärker als jedes andere Land 
dieser Welt mit Marihuana assozi-
iert wird, spielte Michael im Millionen-
Monopoly um das weiße Gold mit.

Sein Bericht darüber verbindet das 
unterhaltsame und exotische Moment 
einer Abenteuergeschichte mit span-
nenden Hintergrundinformationen 
über die Mechanismen und Arbeits-
weisen des internationalen Kokain-
handels. So erzählt er beispielsweise, 
wie er Drogenkuriere rekrutierte und 
mit ihrer Hilfe eine ausgesprochen 
lukrative Jamaika–London-Connec-
tion aufbaute. Zudem gelingt ihm eine 
Beschreibung von Jamaika, die in die-
ser Form wohl einzigartig ist.

Letztendlich schaffte Michael sogar 
der Ausstieg aus dem Kokaingeschäft. 
Trotzdem holte ihn die Vergangen-
heit ein. Nachdem er einige Zeit ent-
spannt in seinem Traumhaus am Kari-
bikstrand wohnte, wurde er festge-
nommen und an die deutschen Behör-
den ausgeliefert. In seiner Heimat 
saß er eine langjährige Haftstrafe ab. 
Somit gewinnt sein Buch im Gesamt-

Kontext auch eine gesellschaftspoli-
tische Dimension: Denn internationale 
Dealerorganisationen verlieren ihre 
Machtgrundlage, wenn Drogen auf 
intelligente Weise legalisiert wären. 
Genau das möchte Michael Weigelt in 
die Debatte einbringen.

Zusammenfassend gelingt Michael 
Weigelt in seinem Werk eine kurzwei-
lige Vermählung von Information und 
Unterhaltung, die nicht nur thematisch 
Interessierten zu empfehlen ist! Es 
gibt eine separate Homepage zu dem 
Buch: www.jamaika-mike.de, wo man 
auch Auszüge lesen kann, u.a. das 
Vorwort von Howard Marks.

www.jamaika-mike.de
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The Balkan region – 
A new Hot Spot of our scene!
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Gathering Of The Triibe, Macedonia • pic: Koorie

The Balkan Peninsula has always 
been considered to be a rather 
undefined part of southeastern 
Europe. But its Trance scene is 
absolutely up-and-coming with 
more and more artists emerging in 
almost every country. An increasing 
number of festivals and projects 
make it a new Hot Spot for Trance 
lovers. Nelio presents a detailed 
report about this exciting region.

Serbia

Serbia always had many Goa and 
psychedelic parties with fantastic 
artists. Although there never were 
that many Psy Trance producers, 
there were quite a number of par-
ties. Thanks to Tesseract Studio, this 
matter of fact has changed recently: 
Flegma, Nerso, E-Clip, Ectima, Talpa - 
The Riddler or Zyce crafted a unique 
Progressive sound and worked with 
many well known progressive artists, 
like Galactika / NOK, Human Ele-
ment, Earsuger, Phaxe, Klopfgeis-
ter. Their sound is the signature of 

Montenegro

While the Trance scene is growing in 
Serbia, its southern neighbor Montene-
gro has practically no scene. The Pitch 
‚N‘ Destroy organization consists of 3 
young DJs from Podgorica- DJ Bee, DJ 
Pseehaw & DJ Irritant. Currently they 
are the only active Psy Trance DJs in 
Montenegro and have organized a 
number of parties and open airs, try-

ing to keep the scene alive. This year 
the legendary Sonica Festival will have 
its 5th edition in Montenegro, at Velika 
Plaza. Hopefully this will give the local 
scene a much needed boost.

Slovenia

Like in Montenegro, things are a bit 
quiet in Slovenia at the moment. DJane 
Gaby, who built up the Slovene Psy 
Trance scene from the beginning with 
her organization World of Trance, was 
promoting Trance music in Slovenia. 
But she is living in Austria in the last 
few years and in her home country 
there is not much going on. The latest 
efforts come from Trance Adventure, 
a team of people trying to fuse Trance 
music with permaculture and some 
creative life philosophies. The Clock-
work Orange and Spirit of the Moon 
party organizations are still active but 
without bigger and better projects it 
probably won‘t work to kick-start the 
scene that is in deep sleep.

the Serbian Trance scene. Solar Kid 
is a 25-year old composer, the only 
female member of Tesseract Stu-
dios and the only one in the Chill 
Out domain. Hexomachina and Tes-
serart are visual artists 
whose digital work can 
be seen on a number 
of CDs.
O.M. Community is the 
organization of Manda, 
Metamorphose, Sattwa 
and DJ Bogy and are 
responsible for a num-
ber of club and open 
air events in Ser-
bia with internatio-
nal acts. They are cur-
rently the leaders of the Serbian Dark 
Psy scene.
ZenIT Creative Society is a very inte-
resting multipurpose organization, 
with creative workshops in fields like 
performance, video and audio, pain-
ting and modeling, psychology and 
ecology. The Zen IT Creative Soci-
ety started an own open air, which is 
currently the largest and most promi-
sing festival in Serbia.
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Croatia

Val Vashar alongside with Ratko Boki, 
Oknarbo, Pila and Zrinka Lebinec are 
responsible for Ministarstvo Psiho-
delije, Croatia‘s biggest Trance orga-
nization. They are the most impor-
tant messengers of Trance in Croatia 
with numerous parties held under the 
same name in the legendary club Moc-
vara (Swamp). Apart from that, they 
are working industriously on all kind 
of audio visual art projects: ChilliBar 
- a fusion of Ambient music and cir-
cus performers, AVS Mars Room – the 
organization behind Future Nature Fes-
tival, Psyebancia / Tribalizer – Dark Psy 
party promoters, Odd-Vodd - Psy and 
Goa orientated open air parties, AVS 
Marsroom - Istrian based collective 
with parties, various performances and 
workshops. Trancepleme is Croatia’s 
most influential internet magazine / 

forum that has contributed to the pro-
motion of the local scene worldwide 
as well as the promotion of the world-
wide scene in Croatia.
Few, but good festivals take place 
during the summer. Underwater Over-
ground, Future Nature, Seasplash 
and Solar Tribe are some of them and 
boast a great number of great interna-
tional live acts.
Unfortunately Trance in Croatia is still 
very underground and it is not defi-
ned as well as it should be. There 
seems to be a lack of a forward thin-
king audience, so often one audience 
doesn‘t support other Trance pro-
jects in Croatia which leads to very 

closed circles and unfortunately slows 
the expansion of the Trance scene 
in general.

Macedonia

Psychedelic music in Macedonia exists 
since the mid 90‘s and there still is 
a formidable Trance force. The Pro-
gressive Trance project Egorythmia is 
best known. There are various popu-
lar artists like Blisargon Demogor-
gon, Imaginary Sight and also a vari-
ety of DJs and party promo-
ters. Glowing Flame Records is 
well-known around the world 
with artists like Artax, Fractal 
Glider, Satherian and Rastali-
ans. They established a fantas-
tic Forest Psy Trance sound and 
kept it strong.

Kosovo

Kosovo‘s main organization, that 
fosters Psy Trance culture, is called 
PSYKS. It was established at the end 
of 2004 with, as they say, „the main 
mission to expand the passion for this 
kind of music and everything that has 
got to do with it.“ Interestingly, Kosovo 
is still very oldschool Goa oriented 
with many artist in this field. Astre-
veta, a project consisting of the three 
friends Liridon, Uka, Veton Avdiu and 
Albert Hasani who are all living and 
producing in Prishtina. Dhamsuta, 
Visar and Milot are some other artists 
and DJs that represent Kosovo in the 
world‘s Trance community.

Albania

There is no real Trance scene in Alba-
nia. The only organization that tried 
to push good electronic music into 
Albanian minds is T.U.G., an under-
ground crew that exists since 1998. But 

the number of interested listeners as 
well as quality projects is too scarce to 
have any real scene.

Bulgaria

Bulgaria has a good scene with many 
festivals like Artmospheric, Vola, 
Enchanted Forests and EarthDance. 
Tangra Festival is perhaps the biggest 
one taking place in the beautiful Pirin 
mountains. Bulgaria boasts a number 
of live acts like Asoma, Gain Reduc-

tion, Disham, Kliment or Maharishi, 
some of whom have played at Boom, 
No Man‘s Land, Transylvannia Calling 
and Ozora. One very interesting men-
tion is Vataff Project, a mix of electro-
nic music, traditional Bulgarian inst-
ruments and visual performance. Psy-
Tech Team are the biggest promoters 
of not only trance music in Bulga-
ria but festival organizers, DJ’s and 
deco artists.

Author: Nelio, Croatia
Documentary director and a Trance 
connoisseur
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Glade Festival 2011 can I just say, 
was nothing short of SPECTAC-
ULAR! Such loving people, such 
wonderful organisation, & all in all 
just a fan-tab-ulous event! Not only 
sporting some well known names, 
Glade also offered a lot of truly 
passionate musicians strutting their 
funky stuff which was a pleasure to 
be a part of!

The Kindness Offensive - ever heard of 
these guys? Their mission: creating ran-
dom moments of mischief, fun and 
happiness, all in the name of a beau-
tiful smile & good energy! They sur-
prised mushroom mag’s Agnes Klos 
when she came across a packet of pine-
apple pieces snuck into her bag whilst 
she was rocking it on the dancefloor! We 
certainly had laughs when she discov-
ered them back in the tent! What a fan-
tastic idea! You guys rock my world! The 
crew also found “the crappest tent at 
Glade”, & proceeded to deck out a lucky 
Gladian with a new tent including all the 
trimmings!  These guys support festival 
goers & have truly the spirit we need at 
festivals! Hats off!

Kosmicare is another familiar name 
you might have heard at Boom.  Tracey 
explained to me they help anyone going 
through a bit of a “Psychedelic Crisis”. 

They are an on site welfare to help any-
one feeling not ok, generally for what-
ever reason, and a real good bunch of 
people.  Hats off to the efforts in com-
bination with the security, because 
really, when someones having a bad 
time, there is nothing worse than hav-
ing angry people in your face.  Kos-
micare know how to handle people in 
bad situations, and have the safe space 
with food, drink and whatever 
else is needed till these peo-
ple can recover and get right 
back on track.
The efforts were clear from 
the beginning - getting there 
may seem like a bit of a hike, 
but there is a reason for that... 
this location was stunning! 
The beauty and quality of this 
gathering despite the rain that 
insisted on visiting, was truly an 
awe inspiring event.  The guys 

at Eartheart Chai Tent also did a bang up 
job providing a comfortable chill area at 
the InSpiral stage, with unmatched tal-
ent like Gaudi - complete with his there-
min performance!

Without doubt you will find this happy 
little goa fairy pirate dancing through 
the Glade for years to come!

Glade Festival Review

all pics: Kylie
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Clear blue skies, heaps of sun-
shine, a remarkable high num-
ber of visitors and a great party 
atmosphere made Psychedelic 
Circus one of the current high-
lights of the popular German 

open air summer. After the main 
floor was opened already on 
Saturday at noon, mass euphoria 
erupted during the fluffy, sun-lit 
set of Mexican newcomer Hanzo. 
An omnipresent smile stood on 
the faces of almost 6.000 visi-
tors up to the end of the festival 
on Monday.

While the excellent weather was a 
great stroke of luck, undoubtedly 
the very well infrastructure of the 
festival was another important fac-
tor for its great success. Many visi-
tors as well as artists said that Psy-
chedelic Circus reached “a new 
level” this year. Also the varied 
line-up and the Dark Psy Floor 
received very good feedback.

Where there is light, there is sha-
dow: No Trance festival without 
critical discussions following on 
certain internet sites. In this res-
pect, it is remarkable that the 

Psychedelic Circus crew reacted 
actively on various points via Face-
book. Positive criticism was taken 
up and will be used for the organi-
zation of the next festival but also 
for Indian Spirit, which is held by 

the same pro-
moters.

Blauer Him-
mel, Sonne 
satt, eine 
beachtlich 
hohe 
Besucherzahl 
und gute 
Stimmung bis 
zum Anschlag 
machten 
den Psyche-
delic Circus 

zu einem der bisherigen Höhep-
unkte des beliebten deutschen 
Open Air Sommers. Nachdem 
der Mainfloor bereits Samstag-
mittag eröffnet wurde, brach 
während des melodiös-fluffigen 
Sets des mexikanischen New-
comers Hanzo spontane Masse-
neuphorie aus. Das allgegenwär-
tige Grinsen in den Gesichtern 
der fast 6.000 Gäste hielt sich 

beständig bis zum Ende des Fes-
tivals am Montagmittag.

Während das hervorragende Wet-
ter wohl als erfreulicher Glücks-
fall verbucht werden muss, trug 
zweifellos auch die sehr gute Infra-
struktur des Festivals zu seinem 
großen Erfolg bei. Sowohl von 
Seiten der Besucher als auch von 
zahlreichen Künstlern war zu 
hören, dass der Psychedelic Circus 
in diesem Jahr „eine neue Ebene“ 
erreicht habe. Auch das abwechs-
lungsreiche Line Up und der Dark 
Psy Floor stießen auf sehr gutes 
Feedback.
Doch wo Licht ist, ist auch Schat-
ten: Kein Trance Festival ohne die 
darauf folgenden kritischen Dis-
kussionen auf einschlägigen Inter-
netseiten. In dieser Hinsicht ist 
bemerkenswert, dass sich die 
Zirkustruppe die Mühe machte, mit-
tels Facebook auf verschiedene 
Punkte aktiv einzugehen. Konstruk-
tive Kritik wurde aufgegriffen und 
nicht nur für den nächsten Psych-
edelic Circus, sondern auch für 
das von den gleichen Veranstaltern 
organisierte Indian Spirit  Festival 
verwertet.

Psychedelic Circus Review
Open Air Highlight 2011
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Located in the breathtaking coun-
tryside of the Pirin Mountains in 
Bulgaria, Tangra festival offers a 
spectacular final destination for 
travelers exploring the world of 
the European open air summer. 
The event is inspired by Tangrism, 
which describes a philosophic 
trinity of Tan (the universe), Nak 
(the human) and Ra (god). Accord-
ingly, the festival pursues a very 
spiritual approach and strives to 
make this universal, profoundly 
sensible philosophic formula 
come true during 4 nights and 5 
days of music, dance and culture. 
With a focus on the rich scene cul-
ture of East Europe this ecologi-
cal, tribal, shamanic and spiritual 
ritual might become a very special 
experience.

Once home of the last Dragons, the 
green mountains of Bulgaria with 
their deep forests and clear riv-
ers lend to Tangra festival a very 
pure and natural but also mystical 
vibe. This ancient energy is taken up 
every evening at sunset, when the 
music program on the main floor 
starts with a session of drums and 
acoustic instruments. For instance, 
Tengri from Macedonia or Tubiflex 
Project and Samodelia from the Bul-
garian capital Sofia, present inde-
pendent sounds between ambi-

ent grooves, Ethno music and tribal 
influences, using lots of instru-
ments and vocals as well. With the 
sun sinking beyond the horizon, 
the hypnotic rhythms slowly morph 
to electronic tunes. Cosmosophy, 
the collaborative project of Floot-
ing Grooves (UK) and Dymons (UK), 
will perform a 6-hour set full of live 
drums, flute sounds and the unique 

feeling of a concert, starting with 
Tribal Progressive Trance and slowly 
but constantly developing towards 
Tribal Psy Trance. Tangra festival 
strongly represents the very fer-
tile and exciting underground music 
scene of East Europe and welcomes 
some of the most interesting pro-
ducers from this region. Atriohm, 
Encephalopaticys and Magic Seeds 
from Macedonia, Already Maged 
and Saikozaurus from Ukraine or 
Komarchiki from Russia stand for 
deep and twisted forest sound with 
an intellectual edge, telling epic mys-

tic stories. More truly psychedelic 
sounds are provided by artists like  
Kliment (BG), Once Upon a Time 
(BG), Surbahar (BG) or Asoma (BG). 
September 12th will be a full moon 
night, transforming the built-up spir-
ituality and creativity into an eternal 
flow of primitive energy.

According to its holistic idea, Tan-
gra goes beyond the scope of a pure 
dance event. There is the opportu-
nity to explore an intense vision-
ary exhibition by Ukrainian artist 
Trootootoo and to get lost in the fan-
tastic decorations by the Russian 
Quantum Tribe. Numerous work-
shops provide spiritual input about 
subjects like music therapy. Also, 
there will be a library of interesting 
books and a healing center offering 
spiritual practices, meditations and 
lectures on the ecological stability of 
our planet and the universe.

Tangra festival is located 200 km 
from Sofia, 160 km from Thessal-
onica and 180 km from Skopje. The 
presale has started and will take 
place in three phases. Special price 
at the gates for everyone showing 
the mushroom edition June/July…

www.tangrafest.com
www.facebook.com/tangrafestival

Roberdo

Tangra Eco Art & Dance Festival
09–13.09.2011 • Pirin Mountains, Bulgaria
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Spiritual Healing 2011
25.-29.08.2011 • Preddöhl/Gerdshagen, Germany

The Trance floor is situated right 
next to a bathing lake. Its traditional 
Oldschool Night presents amazing 
artists like Miranda & The Muses 
Rapt. A visual highlight will be the 
exhibition of Josephine Wall, one of 
her fantastic paintings can be seen 
on this year’s flyer. This beautiful 
artist will paint together with the visi-
tors! A special place for children and 
a Healing Cinema promote the con-
cept behind the Healing... “May all 
beings be happy!”

A gathering where people are free 
to love and respect everything about 
life, love and happiness.  Where 
people look out for each other and 
take responsibility for both them-
selves and others - to embrace the 
finer tunings to good vibrations of 
life. Encouragement of free creativity 
and learning, to incite joy & appre-
ciation for everything in and around 
oneself.  It is important you are in 
touch with your spirit, let him heal 
- to find balance and harmony bet-
ween the mind, body and soul.

Welcome to the Spiritual Healing - 
live, love, laugh!

Kylie Van Eerden

www.spiritual-healing-festival.de

“To make people happy, to see 
people laughing, to see them feel 
good, to give inspiration & happi-
ness in all variations of beauty... to 
create a world of peace” – Konstan-
tin & Peter

The spiritual healing is made with true 
love - the good energy will always 
flow brightly.  This is what we create 
together as a community.  A gathe-
ring which will bring us all together; to 
share what we know, to inspire each 
other in what we see, to be apart of 
the beautiful things in this world, in 
life...  Prignitz of Brandenburg is home 
to a beautiful lake.... We are thank-

ful for this land. We ask all our guests 
to please respect the land & the envi-
ronment.  It is important for future 
spiritual gatherings that we respect 
the earth.

A varied programme has lead the Spi-
ritual Healing to became a popular 
highlight of German open air sum-
mer. Aside from Psytrance the Healing 
incorporates a large range of World 
Music on special stage, and Healing 
Area is abundant with workshops and 
lectures on subjects covering natu-
ral healing, laughing yoga, Qi Gong, 
quantum mechanics or meditation.
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in terms of great party. The last 
edition in February became such 
a raging success that the venue 
was chock-full at 4 AM. There-
fore Intact will expand for its  next 
round on 1st October.

Three dance floors plus a big foyer 
provide much more space for 
having fun in Hamburg’s Huhner-
posten. The international line-up 
again covers the entire psychedelic 
sound spectrum from hard to fluffy. 
Easy arrival is possible via train, 
since the venue is very close to the 
central station. For those insatiable 
of party there will be an afterhour 
in Juice Club.

www.intact-expanda.de
www.facebook.com/intactexpanda

Als buchstäblich vollen Erfolg lässt 
sich die letzte Intact Expanda im 
Februar beschreiben: Der Ham-
burger Hühnerposten platze aus 
allen Nähten, so dass es um 4 Uhr 
gar hieß: Rien ne va plus – Nichts 
geht mehr! Und so wird die Intact 
expandieren, wenn es am 1. Okto-
ber in die nächste Runde feinster 
Indoor-Vergnügung geht.

Mit einer dritten Tanzfläche und 
einem großzügigen Foyer steht im 
Hühnerposten deutlich mehr Platz 
zur Verfügung, um sich auszutoben. 
Was die passende Beschallung dazu 
angeht, wird wieder das gesamte 
psychedelische Soundspektrum von 
hart bis herzlich abgedeckt, so dass 
für jeden Geschmack und jede Stim-
mung etwas dabei sein dürfte. Für 
stilechte Deko sorgen die Giant Optix. 
Und da der Montag ein Feiertag ist, 
gibt es nicht nur extra viel Platz, son-
dern auch extra viel Zeit für ein extra 
spaßiges Partywochenende im schö-
nen Hamburg… wahlweise geht es 
Sonntag auf der offiziellen Afterhour 
im Juice Club munter weiter!

Intact Expanda proves that win-
ter is everything but silly season 

Intact Expanda – 01.10.2011, Hamburg
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Eve. Aside from various workshops, 
there will be guided safaris to the 
Sahara desert or to the city of Mar-
rakech.

Paradiesischer Rutsch ins neue 
Jahr: Mit einem Konzept, bei dem 
der Schwerpunkt auf Qualität und 
nicht auf großen Namen liegt, 
soll im  Paradise Valley der echte 
Geist von Goa Einzug halten. Ein 
umfangreiches Rahmenprogramm 
und sommerliches Klima runden 
das Festival ab.

www.paradise-valley-festival-
morocco.com
www.ticket-dealer.eu
info@www.paradise-valley- 
festival-morocco.com

New Year’s Eve in Paradise

The name of this New Year’s 
Eve festival is not just a fine-

sounding creation, but rather a 
description of its venue: Situated 
in the middle of the Moroccan 
mountains, surrounded by palm 
groves and even a waterfall, 
Paradise Valley provides a dre-
amlike scenery. Not forgetting 

the warm, summer-like climate, 
even in winter!

Focusing on talent rather than on 
big names in terms of music, the 
festival will bring back the real spi-
rit of Goa. Live acts like Asarua-

lim, Connexx, Logic Spin, Mind 
Portal, Necmi, Nitro & Gly-

cerine, Parana, Phasenver-
schiebungen or Radioactiv 

Cake and DJs like Arka-
dius & Li`l Momo, Der 
Loth, Djane Melburn, 
Dr.Changra, Lord Fla-
mes, Marathi, Maya, 
Nad, Psykedelia, Rock-
steady & Bebop, sG4rY, 
Asmodis, Bellzeboo, 

BlindFury, Djane KiBa, 
Dense or Dj-Team Lub-

Dub represent a deeply 
psychedelic but yet also 

varied journey into the realms 
of sound. A huge fire space invites 

all jugglers and other “hot” perfor-
mers for an international gathering. 
Among others, the Team Flow Flat 
and friends have announced their 
fiery appearance. Experienced fire 
artists can even apply for free entry! 
Also the program beside the dance 
floors provides a lot of paradise fee-
ling for the days around New Year’s 

Paradise Valley
28.12.2011 – 03.01.2012 • Morocco
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Rainbow Serpent Festival is one of 
Australia’s premier outdoor alter-
native lifestyle, music and arts fes-
tivals. Promoting a strong ethos of 
unity, the festival – whose name is 
derived from the Dreamtime story 
of the Rainbow Serpent, is about 
connecting people from all walks of 
life throughout the world. At Rain-
bow you’ll find people from all 
communities and demographics, 
joined together by a shared desire 
to celebrate life and to learn and 
experience new things.

Running over four days of the Aus-
tralia Day weekend in January each 
year, Rainbow attracts over 10,000 
people from all over Australia and the 
world with it’s unique blend of music, 
workshops, activities, performance 
art, market stalls and mouth-watering 
food on offer.
Festival goers can expect to see over 
100 artists across a multitude of music 
genres, including  trance, electro, pro-
gressive, house, techno, dub and 
ambient. Featuring some of the fresh-
est acts from around the world along-
side Australia’s finest talent - a truly 
magical experience the Rainbow Ser-
pent Festival offers a chance to escape 
from the pressures in our day to day 
lives and connect with like minded 

people, in a safe and truly awe inspir-
ing natural environment. Set in a 
beautiful location under the clear blue 
summer sky.
The Rainbow Lifestyle Village area 
combines a range of creative activities, 
dance, theatre discussion and con-
scious healing modalities to provide 
a place for growth and personal well-
being.  Add to all this amazing décor, 
roving artistic performances and work-
shops on a massive range of topics 
your biggest difficulty over the week-
end will be deciding what to do next!
Rainbow Serpent Festival has come 
a long over the years. From a small 
gathering in a secluded clearing, to 
an internationally recognised, mul-
tifaceted weekend of dance, colour, 
expression and celebration. People 
travel from all over the world to West-
ern Victoria to experience what some 
have said is the best outdoor festival of 
it’s type in the Southern Hemisphere.
For many of the 10,000 plus peo-
ple that attend each year, Rain-
bow has become an institution, and 
annual reunion, a marker in the year 
that’s looked forward to for months 
in advance. For others it’s a fresh dis-
covery of opportunity and escapism, 
a chance to connect with like minded 
individuals and to celebrate nature, 
community and harmony.

Music has always been a highlight of 
Rainbow. From the early trance days 
to the broader musical styles of today, 
one thing Rainbow has never compro-
mised on is the quality of it’s acts. With 
world class décor, roving artistic per-
formances, crazy activities you cant 
imagine a more exotic sensory mix 
spread over these four days. Put sim-
ply if you’ve never been to the Rain-
bow Serpent Festival, now is the time 
to buy a tent and call your friends.

www.rainbowserpent.net

Rainbow Serpent Festival
27–30.1.2012 • Beaufort, Western Victoria, Australia
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This eclipse event has been talked 
about for some time, with the 
details until now being quite min-
imal & with a little mystery, but 
with just over a year to go, with 
pleasure we# bring you some 
exciting details.  

The organisation of this event will be 
a collaboration of some of the best 
known event organisers around the 
world: Rainbow Serpent Festival (Aus-
tralia), Symbiosis (USA) and Glade 
Festival (UK) plus support from many 
other well known crews still under 
discussion. Positive energy is flowing!

The festival will go for 6 days 
between the 10th & 16th of Novem-
ber 2012, with the eclipse itself  hap-
pening early in the morning of the 

14th.  The location; very North of Aus-
tralia - closest city Cairns Interna-
tional Airport, & will be the best place 
to arrange your flight to arrive.  More 
details on travel and transport will be 
provided on the website which is cur-
rently being updated with all neces-
sary information.

The event falls on the special date of 
2012, approximately one month before 
the long awaited “end of the Mayan cal-
endar cycle” & whatever this may bring, 
there will be a strong focus on healing, 
arts & holistic information.  

Expect to see some most intricate and 
expressive music  artists from around 
the world covering the styles of trance, 
progressive, techno, dub, breaks, house 
, ambient & all flows inbetween ;)

The website will be the best place 
for all up to date information.  www.
eclipse2012.com, please join up the 
mailing list and check back regularly 
for news and releases.  There will also 
be information on how to apply to be 

involved for musicians, djs, artists and 
decor people and any other proposals.    
We look forward to taking this very 
exciting journey together with you.

Eclipse 2012 crew.

Total Solar Eclipse Festival 2012
10–16.11.2012 • Far North Queensland, Australia
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August

Fr, 12.08. - 14.08.
15. Waldfrieden 
Wonderland Festival
Live: Opening: Spielmannszug Weh-

dem, Dickster, Digicult, Elecdru-
ids, Fabio & Moon, Flugbegleiter, 
Green Beats, Interactive Noise, 
Jasper / Hmb, Lani, Native Radio, 
Necmi, Nitro & Glycerine, Nobu-
san, Querox, Touch Tone, Vaishi-
yas, Yokain

Djs: Audiofeed, Alice D Joanna, 
Bakke, Benni Moon, Capowne, 
Daniel Krau & Lupe, Dick Trevor, 
D-Way, Equinox, Ekanta, Elek-
trigger, Fabio Fusco, Geronimo, 
Herrmann Stöhr, Jharu, Le Loup, 
Lucy And Her Diamond, Magic 
Star, Mapusa Mapusa, Max Gril-
lo, Nok, Querox, Rocksteady & 
Bebob, Raoul, Sirikit, Touch Tone, 
Tussi B, Yoka, Zen

Deco: Buju Decoration, Clickwork, Flas-
hart, Lenalien, Liquid Sky Dimen-
sions, Lsd Pyrotechnik, Sir Henry 
Hot

Loc: Waldfrieden, Bergstr. 32, Stem-
wede-Wehdem, Germany

Info: www.wald-frieden.de
Orga: Waldfrieden - Events

Mi, 17.08. - Mo, 22.08.
Lost Theory Festival
Acts: Brain Damage, The Herbaliser, 

Ceephax Acid Crew, Lory D, Alek-
si Perälä, Global Goon, Niveau 
Zero, Frog Pocket, Enduser, Acido-
lido, Koolmorf Widesen, X&Trick, 
Seal Phuric, S-Virus, Subskan, 
Imminent, Mrs. Jynx, Mr Gasmask, 
Arkanoid, Chevron, Vertical 67, 
Stefan & Liz, Stoornis, Acidburp, 
Oxynucid, Moth Conk Midi, Red 
Eyes, Skip, Ursa, Wasted Matter, 
Zeck, Monorf, Bug Klinik Sound, 
Mush, D-Fens, Syncope, Digitubz, 
Kryll, Macbang!, O For Odetta & 
Leftchest, D‘naab 136 and more...

 Psychedelic stage: Eat Static, Logic 
Bomb, Kindzadza, Dimension 5, 
Sensient, Derango, Purosurpo, 

Hallucinogenic Horses, Imaginary 
Sight, Darshan, Faggott, Manda-
lavandalz, Mubali, Para Halu, Ka-
Sol, Kalumet, Farebi Jalebi, Mega-
lopsy, Flooting Grooves, Maka-
dam, Phobos Azazel, Ilse, Ankur, 
Scope, Ukiro, Val Vashar, M-Run, 
Lepton, Entre Nous, Deimos, Mil-
osz, Styx, Eat Static, Astrobot-
nia, Einóma, Herrmutt Lobby, 
Seal Phuric, S-Virus, Vrx, Flooting 
Grooves, Jah Works, Jah Inspira-
tion Sound, Master Margherita, 
Hoehle, Just Dbfx

Xtra: Funktion One soundsystem
Loc: Around Plitvice Croatia
Info: www.losttheoryfestival.com
Orga: Lost Theory Crew

17-22 Free Flow Fest. / Algrave (P)
Do 18 Trancedance / Hamburg (D)

Fr, 19.08. - 21.08. (12-12 Uhr)
Universe Festival 2011 
Live: Freaked Frequency, Ilai, Digi-

Tech, Natural Perception, Psycho-
physical Transcripts, Locks Pro-
ject, Silver Sun, Sokrates, Game-
boy, Supersonic, Nemo, Eye 
Contact, Atombrot, Noize Hunter, 
Abra Jey, Audio Wild Hog, Dezi-
bel, Telekinetik, Synaptrixx

Djs: Face Design, Out Of Order, Protone, 
Synthetic Geometry, Yopo, Pixar, 
Getorix, Magmasonic, Neon Hip-
pies, Radicali, Headrixx, Psychoki-
nesys, Waldhäx, Orinocco, Psykey, 
Don Julio, Melosys, Strizipazi, Mex-
kalin, Flo Phono, The Audiofisters

Deco: Ananda Tribe, Claudinsky, Freaky 
Psychos, Aum, Waldgeister

Loc: Neuhornbachhaus (1700m), 
6886 Schoppernau, Austria

Info: austrianundergroundmusic@
hotmail.com

Orga: Austrian Underground Music), 
Epiphysis Records

PARTY HIGHLIGHTS

pic: Anasthasia
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 Juice Club, Hamburg
Juice Club, Stresemannstr. 204, Hamburg-
5 min from S21/S31, U Holstenstrasse
www.juice-club.net
www.facebook.com/juiceclub.hamburg

 every sunday
 Frühschicht - laut & gemütlich
 Electro / Proggy / Psytrance
 from 08 Uhr to 20 Uhr
 3 EURO, with clubcard free
14.08. Hotzpod, Norbert Reiter, Nils Kalus
21.08. Hit Asmussen, Fabio Fusco, 

Diepsyden, Bluespace
28.08. Mario Lasal, Roland 808, Ronk, 
04.09. Rodec, Norbert Reiter & Timo, 

Kashanka, Arnox
11.09. YanneX, Psyflame, Nils Kalus, 

Taranis
18.09. Hit Asmussen, Diepsyden und Gäste
25.09. Mr. & Mrs. Smith, ov-silence.oli, 

Ronk, Natron, Complexx
02.10. Intact Expanda After Hour bis 

Montag
09.10. Rodec, Djane Kimie, Norbert 

Reiter & Timo, Tamahuka

 every Wednesday
 RAENDNA meets minimal trance 

and progressive techno
 from 21 Uhr / free entry
 www.juice-club.net
10.08. Noiseleben.de - Mario Lasal, Rafael 

DanielJoza, Philipp Wohlgast
17.08. Envelope Rec. - Tomeye, Till 

Maurice, Udo 2.0 LIVE

24.08. MFK and Jet Set Junkies
 Danjel Litzki, Chris stAlis
 & JeAns hOse 
31.08. Raendna - Simon Spielvogel & 

Hotzpod , DJ Eddi Ivo
07.09. Well Done My Son - Comfyraver, 

M. Baskind, Jendrik Rothstein
14.09. Waagenbau - Der Mo,  Air’l’air & 

Konrad Quirlich
21.09. Klangkulisse - Kai Fx, Dennis 

Lorenz, Minus1mm, Tom.Eye
28.09. Raendna - Simon Spielvogel & 

Guests

AUGUST
Sa. 13. Minmal Anders Boot
 After Party
 techno, deep house
 Bodega, Rauschhaus & Vollhey, 

Phrickler um

SEPTEMBER
Fr. 02. Cosmic Tunes Opening Party
 Progressive
 Native Radio (live), Antaro, 

Zosma, ov-silence.oli, YanneX
Fr. 09. Das Kulturamt
 Techno
 Mikah, German Bauch, Taer & 

Feder, Danjel Litzki, Daniel Bruns 
Sa. 12. Ov-Silence-Oli‘s B-Day Boot
 After Party
 Progressive
 D-Nox & Beckers (live), Bim, 

Fabio, Hotzpod, ov-silence.oli

Fr. 18. Timetravel
 Best of Oldscool 1995-2005
 X-Dream (live, Sangeet, Maik 

Hotz, ov-silence.oli, Dica
 Deko: Funplastica
Fr. 30. Stiftung Plattentest 2.1
 House, Techno
 Live: Runtime Error, Eulenhaupt 
 & Moldenhauer
 Dj’s: Alex Fuentes, Schubkraft,  
 Simon Spielvogel, Arne
 Schuster, Hit Asmussen

OCTOBER
Sa. 01. Beats, Brandy & Chicks
 Drum’n Bass
So. 02. Intact Expanda After Hour 
 until Monday lunchtime
 Progressive
 J&B Live+Dj, Natron, Fabio 
 and much more
Fr. 07. Dacru Rec Labelnight
 Psytrance
 DigiCult (live), Aquila (live), 
 Oonah, Bonas and more
Sa. 08. Envelope Rec. Labelparty
 Techno
Fr. 14. Das Kulturamt
 Techno
Fr. 21. 13 years Ov Silence
 Progressive, Psytrance
 Expect (live), Axel, Neurologic, 
Sa. 29. Zukunftsmusik
 Progressive, Deep House
 James Monro (Tropical Beats)

Antaris Project Mainfloor  •  pic: Udo Herzog

Flyerverteilung und Plakatierung
in Mecklenburg

FX PRODCTION

01736041744 • info@fx-production.org
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Fr 19 Psy Horror Night / Rügen (D)
Fr 19 Prog. Selection / Wien (A)
Fr 19 The Brain Flip 2.0 (I)
Fr 19 The Mystic Friday  / Berlin (D)
Fr 19 Drucklust / Cologne (D)
19-21 Tanz Der Elemente /  Erfurt (D)
19-21 Kling Klang OA / Meck-Pomm (D)
19-21 Trancædventure / Dornberk ()
19-21 Psykadelica Hightek Fest. (P)
19-21 Krach am Bach / Magdeburg (D)
19-21 Ypnotica (I)
19-21 Universe OA / Schoppernau (A)
19-21 Cosmic Frog / Buchlovice (CZ)
19-21 Primitivi Celebration (CH)

Sa, 20.08. 22:00
Summer Puzzle 2011
Live: Slackjoint, Elecdruids, Trancistor
DJs: Bim, Nesjaja, Bluespace, Dense
Deco: Adrenocrom
Loc: Hamburg
Orga: D‘ vents and Suntrance Crew

Sa, 20.08 - 21.08.
Dark Forest Calling
Live: U-Recken, Symphonix, Para Halu, 

Elecdruids, Dark Whisper, Chris 
Rich And More

Djs: Bensense, Pagat, Babaroga, Alfatal, 
Tintifax, Raiz, Praheya, Banjankri

Deco: B.O.T.N., Psy - Pix, Hive - Five, Tri-
angular Decorations, Wizart, Psy-
box Jungle Visions

Loc: Sautens - Ötztal / Tirol - Austria
Xtra: Imix Jaguar 4 Projects live fire shows 

By tirasaru food, shops & drinks
Info www.facebook.com/psy-

box, www.psybox.at, +43 (0) 
69915097891, danijel.A@gmx.at

Orga: Psybox Events

Sa 20 Novas Incident X OA / Aachen(B)
Sa 20 Pit Stop / Cologne (D)
Sa 20 Space Odyssee / Mittelhessen (D)
Sa 20 Wir Sind Freig. /Ditmaschen (D)
Sa 20   Sunset - Beachclub / Wien (D)
Sa 20   Boivão 2011 / Valença (P)
Sa 20 Dark Forest Calling (A)
Sa 20  Brainbusters 6 / Wilster (D)

 Sa 20  Hütten Tanz OA
   Kärnten (A)

Sa 20  Summer Invasion 
       Weiterfeld (D)
Sa 20  Tripnosis 2 

            Salzburg (A)
 Sa 20  Psy. Frequency 

               Mallorca (E)
Sa 20   Space & Time  

            Rathenow (D)

Di, 23.08. - Mo, 29.08.
Aurora Festival 2011
Acts: Akd, Amd, Andromeda, Apex, 

Aqualize, Atriohm, Audiomatic, 
Avalon, Beatnik, Blazed, Blind 
Rolloer, Braincell, Burn In Noize, 
Chameleon, Chromosome, Cir-
cuit Breakers, Daydin, Dickster, 
Digital Tribe, Eat Static, Ectima, 
Egorythmia, Ekanta, E-Mov, Fare-
bi Jalebi, Fearsome Engine, Fleg-
ma, Headroom, Hi Profile, Hyp-
nocoustics, Inner State, Infinity, 
Ital, Jahbo, John Liquid, Jour-
ney, Krama, Laughing Buddha, 
Logica, Loopstep, Man With No 
Name, Menog, Mindwave, Mood 
Deluxe, Mythospheric, Oms-
phere, Onkel Dunkel, Optiloop, 
Overtonez, Prahlad, Protoactive, 
Reverse, Sunstryk, Shove, Siri-
on, Solar Spectrum, Sonic Spe-
cies, Swarup, Sideform, The 
First Stone, Tristan, Tron, Twi-
sted Reaction, Vaishiyas, X-Noi-
ze, Yab Yum, Zyce | Tesserac Tstu-
dio, Doc, Driss, Gaby, Mark Allen, 
Liquid Ross, Onestone, Tsuyoshi 
Suzuki, Wingman, A.I.A, Ankass, 
Astropilot, Atriohm, Aura, Banco 
De Gaia, Cabeiri, Chronos, Cj 
Catalizer,Cydelix, Dalton Vs Koo-
rie, Deep In Mind, Direct Con-
nection, Entheogenic, Feel, 
Gaudi,Fishimself, Jason, Juni-
or X, Juno Reactor, Lemonchi-
ll, Menog, Milkyway, M-Sphere, 
Nick Pall, Obsidian Projekt, Ott, 
Setsuna, Simon Baring, Slack-
baba, Soul Surfer, Tigran Aka 
Minime, Zen Garden, Zerocult, 
Zymosis 

Loc: Samothraki IslandGreece
Info: www.aurorafestival.gr, info@

aurorafestival.gr
Orga: Aurora Crew
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Do, 25.08. - Mo, 29.08. 10:00
Sol Festival 2011
Acts Absolum, Antidote, Audialize, 

Ajja, Alex Di Stefano, Anais, 
Andreas Pfeiffer, Avalon,  Badun, 
Chillinberlin, Christof, Celli, 
Decay, Dick Trevor,  Disco Hoo-
ligans, D.M.T. ,Digital Myste-
ry Tour, Dj Druid,  Dj Andalu-
ce,  Dj Jonas,  Dr. Nojoke,  Dj 
Slater,  Feat. Dj Tonio. U-Prag 
Drummers, Dj The Gee, Eat Sta-
tic,  Edoardo, Ex-Gen, Fernando 
Mass, Galoppiernde Zuversicht, 
Greg Hunter, Giuseppe, Goa 
Jonas, Hoehle, Hultscher & Blau, 
I.Mike, Jewlung, John Acquaviva, 
James Monro, J¥Esp…Re, Kala-
brese, Karsten Pflum, Kiwa, Kox-
box, Kohpat, La Cherga, Lasse 
Illinton, Laughing Buddha, Liquid 
Ross, Logic Bomb, Loco & Jam, 
Los Ninos De Los Ojos Rojo, Luca 
& Jasmin Gianferrari, Master 
Margherita, Mauxuam, Menog, 
Mixmaster Morris, Marius, Mini-
minds, Naked Tourists, Norbert 
Davenport, Olivier Giacamot-
to, Pat Flanders, Philipp Lam-
mers, Piet Jan Blauw, Plaster, Rai-
mund, Raoul, Ray Castle, Salaka-
vala, Serge, Serge Geyzel, Simon 
Baring, Snÿleoparden, Sofus 
Forsberg, Squaremeat, Space 
Tribe, Sÿvnigt Sind, Taj Mahal, 
Tamiris, Texas Fagott, Toires, 
The Ebertbrothers. Total Eclip-
se, Tribesman, Weedbeat, Xavier 
Morel, Yestegan Chay, Youth, 
Yuroq, Zefer

Xtra: workshops, massage tents, mar-
ket and a childrens‘ area

Loc: Perfect festival site next to the 
‚Embalsa Borbollon‘ in the heart 
of the Sierre de Gata,  in the pro-
vince of Extremadura that lies 
next to the border of Portugal, 
Extremadura - Sierra de Gata/
Spain

Info: www.sol-fest.com
 solfestival@hotmail.com
Orga: Third Eye Vision

Do 25 TranceDance / Hamburg (D)

A rather unusual trend has been 
seen across some of the wetter 
festivals this season, (particularly 
Fusion festival and Vuuv). it did 
not go unnoticed that as the rain 
pushed the point of ridiculous, the 
people found a solution with the 
ingenious idea to use plastic gar-
bage bags to help keep them a bit 
drier!  With the aid of some Gaffa 
tape, the plastic garbage bags 
have been seen draped around 
shoulders, stuffed over the top of 
gumboots and generally wrapping 
up our happy little psy trancers 
:D Funny but true!  Resourceful 
little hippies, aren‘t you? Hats off 
to you all for taking the Macgyver 
initiative and making the best of 
what is in front of you!
Kylie

trashbag fashion trend

pic: Anasthasia

pics: 
sterneck 
isabel gt 

brainbitch
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Th 25.08. - Mo, 29,08.
Spiritual Healing
Open Air Festival
Live: TranceFloor: The Muses Rapt, 

Miranda, Silicon Sound, Digicu-
lt, U-Recken, Artifact303, Shinou-
da, Sediment4, E-Clip, Zyce, Nok, 
Ansolas & Lightrocker,Miko on 
Magic Violin….

 WorldMusicStage: Pavel Dawson, 
RAS Blues, Oumar Koita & Band, 
Sunfish, Metamorphes Project, 
Panama Red, Hubert Maria Diet-
rich, Pelu, Ben Solo Com Celle, 
Mukkefuk, Feuer Frei,Deeday & A 
Fly,Two Drums To Drum

DJs: Vargo, Shinouda, Lulu, Angel, 
MagicFlow, Dica, Bim, Pi, Kon-
stantIn, D-Sunrise, Korona, Pure 
Harry…

 WorldMusicStage: Dey, Mr.Bo 
Randall, Sunny Clayton, Kon-
stantIn, White Wizard, Shunyam, 
Raven, Shunydeebango, Neobeo, 
Elbe uvm.

Xtra: Special Guest: Josephine Wall (UK)
 HEALING AREA: 

Die Prophezeiungen von Celesti-
ne - Erlebnisseminar, ANASTA-
SIA- die klingenden Zedern Rus-
slands, Das Ur- und Naturwissen 
Mitteleuropas, Wildkräuter- & 
Naturspaziergang- mit Od*Chi, 
Archaisches Runen-Schwitzhüt-
ten- Ritual, Quanten Felder - mit 
Hubert Maria Dietrich – Vortrag, 
Maya Kalendarik – Mythos 2012, 
Gewaltfreie Kommunikation, 
Die Kraft der Dankbarkeit, Hans 
Custo – Astrologie von Spiritu-
al Healing Festival 2011, Befreie 
dein inneres Kind- Seminar mit 
Mike Hellwig, Kinder in der Natur 
- Waldschule & Waldkindergar-
ten, Gedächtnis Training, Humor 
& Freude, Die Weisheit der Natur 
ist essbar - Rohkost Seminar 
mit Bernd Bieder, Morphogene-

September

Do, 01.09. - Mo, 05.09.
Indian Spirit Festival 3D 
Live: 40,00%, Aerospace, Aquafeel, 

A-Team, Audiomatic, California 
Sunshine, Day Din, Domestic, Gau-
dium, Kularis, Lish, Liquid Soul, 
Maelstrom, Mekkanikka, Midimal, 
Nok, Painkiller, Protonica, Slack-
joint, Star Sound Orchestra, Sven 
Snug, Symphonix, Tenka, Vaishi-
yas, Vice, Markyan, Melburn & 
Gautama, Montagu & Golkonda, 
Natron, Nigel, Osho, R‘deem, Sally 
Doolally, Sascha Flux, Starsky, 
Syncron, Thor, Timmi, Trang, 
V.Falabella, Wedanta, Zosma

 Dark Floor: Cosmo, Ctcdrope, 
Irgum Burgum, Xabbu, Sushupti, 
Megalopsy, Endernation Project, 
Dark Whisper, -Z-

DJs: Akustik, Antaro, Audiomatic, 
Benni & Marco Moon, Chriss, Djo-
anna, Dovla, Emok, Espark, Fabio, 
Feio, Gandalf, Hamish, Intellifex, 
James Monro, John Phantasm, 
Kaempfer & Dietze, Kiba, Kiddo & 
Kossi, Kimie, K-Isuma

 Dark Floor: Iken, Dj Ant Vs Djane 
Eko, Cannibal Crow, Halunke, 
Mitra, Alpha, Kill Bill, Neuronom, 
Marok, Corious, Woos

Chill: Chilling Algiz, Dovla, Firechi-
li fireperformance, FrancoFun-
ghi, Konstantin, Das Kraftfutter-
mischwerk, Léel, Lotus Panasiem, 
Maspy, Marcel Lichtraum, Miller, 
Nigel, Snapinho, Sunfish, Terra, 
Tomeye, Vladiswar Nadishana

Deco: Neil Gibson, Lucysky Polyeidos, 
Palim Palim, Buju, Luna-Optics, 
Paraoptix, Marcel Lichtraum, 
Calaquendiart, Closed Eye Visi-
ons, Lowresmedia, Infin-E.T.

Loc: Heiligengrabe
Info: www.worldwidetribe.de
 info@worldwidetribe.de

tische Felder & Lichtpunkte set-
zen, Ma Gura Coco Devi & the 
blizzed sparkles - Mantren Kon-
zert, Die großartigste Version 
meiner größten Vision, Trommel-
Power/Drum Circle, Bedingungs-
loses Grundeinkommen, Fengs-
hui - Seminar, Yoga, Shin Tai, Qi 
Gong, Massage Workshop, Tan-
going Ensemble-Theater Perfor-
mance, Meditation - mit Jens 
Zygar, Shaktidance, Erneuer-
bare Energie, Die Wunder der 
Farben, Summmmm Workshop, 
Yoga Dance & Lach Yoga, Healing 
Cinema, uvm...

Loc: Germany, A24 Between Ham-
burg & Berlin(exit18.), Preddöhl 
at the Beautiful Lake  

Info: www.spiritual-healing-festival.de/
com, info@spiritual-healing-festi-
val.de, 0176-96303517

Orga: Spiritual Healing Team

25-29 Sol Fest. / Sierra De Gata (E)
Fr 26 Tane Mahuta Dance / Carpin (D)
Fr 26 Inter Illuminati / Ulfhausen (D)
Fr 26 Druiden Beat / Münster (D)
Fr 26 To Eternity / West Flanders (B)
Fr 26 Elektric B-day / Elmshorn (D)
Fr 26 Tane Mahuta Dance / Tutow (D)
26-28 Arcadia CANCELLED (F)
26-28 SpiritBase Benefiz / (A)
26-28 Zamba Loca / Wohlen (D)
26-28 Minifest / Boule De Gomme (CH)
26-28 Summer Closing OA / Cologne (D)
26-28 51basscamp (USA)
26-28 Dreamstoned (CH)
26-28 Fresh Vibes / Fort Gorgast (D)
26-29 Laika Dog / Trondheim (N)
Sa 27 Orient Express / Amsterdam (NL)
Sa 27 Goanica / Ticino (CH)
Sa 27 D.N.I. Bday 3 (P)
Sa 27 To Eternity 5 / West Flanders (B)
Sa 27 Het Ballonnetjes / Groningen (NL)
Sa 27 Oscure Presenze 2 (I)
Sa 27 Progressive Waves / Hamburg (D)
27-29 Pearl Music Festival / Kent (GB)
27-03 Fairytale Forrest / Eindhoven (NL)
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Do 01 Trancedance / Hamburg (D)
Do 01 Trancending / Amsterdam (NL)
01-05 Indian Spirit / Heiligengrabe (D)
Fr 02 Cosmic Tunes / Hamburg (D)
Fr 02 Bunte Reise / Wuppertal (D)
Fr 02 Planetaria Vol I / Tübingen (D)
02-04 Gaggalacka / Drebkau (D)
02-04 Uncle Fest 2011 / Alentejo (P)
02-04 Crossroots / Salching (D)
02-04 Carpe Diem Festival 4 (P)
02-04 New Era (I)
02-06 Natura Festi. / Lotbiniere (CDN)
Sa 03 Brain Massacre / Allgäu (D)
Sa 03 Elbauentanz / Nähe Magdeburg (D)
Sa 03 Freaks Machine / C. St. Denis (F)
Sa 03 Fractalsounds / Taunus (D)
Sa 03 4 Elements / Vienna (A)
Sa 03 Flower Power / Kiel (D)
Sa 03 ProgTunes 3 / Cologne (D)
So 04 Alien Safari / Cape Town (ZA)
So 04 Atma Sangha / Madeira (P)

Do, 08.09. - Mo, 12.09.
Tangra eco dance festival
Live: Already Maged, Asoma, Atri-

ohm, Cosmosophy, Crystal Mon-
key, Encephalopaticys, Floo-
ting Grooves, Fractal Error, Gripe 
Grigs, The Light Shifter, Kliment, 
Magic Seeds, Once Upon a T, Sai-
kozaurus, Samodelia, Surbahar, 
Dymons, Maharishi, Kliment, Ral-
itza Ivanova, Surbahar, Tengri, 
Tubifex Project 

DJs: Atriohm, Asoma, Cosmic Cow-
boy,  Dina & Shev, Encephalo-
paticys, Kundalini, Max Crystal, 
Psycozaika, SofiaX, Stealth, Sur-
bahar, Trillobeat, Tripitale, Venz-
ak, Zitron, 604fx, Kelt, Komarchi-
ki, Kundalini, Maharishi, Stealth, 
Tengri, Trillobeat

Deco: Free Trance Form, Aliens, Synops 
Effect, Quantum Tribe 

Loc: 200 km far from Sofia, Sandanski 
region /Bulgaria

Way: A picturesque private zone, situ-
ated at Pirin mountains. 200 km 
far from Sofia. 160 km far from 
Thessaloniki

Info: www.tangrafest.com
 info@tangrafest.com
Orga: Tangra Crew

Do 08 Trancedance / Hamburg (D)
08-11 Andean Festival / La Paz (BOL)
08-12 Tangra Eco Dance / Sandanski (BG)
Fr 09 Eargasm Open Air 2011 (D)
Fr 09 The Seanon Changeover / FFM (D)
Fr 09 Blütensamba 2011 / Berlin (D)
09-11 Avatara Festival / Innsbruck (A)
09-11 Error 404 / Hamburg (D)

In the mushroom magazine edition 
August/September 2001 editor Jennie 
had a chat with Gianni Vitiello during 
sunset on one of the hangars at Fusion 

festival. He talks about his everyday life as a DJ and producer, the psy-
chedelic moment of Techno and the rising popularity of Berlin as a city. 
Sadly Gianni died end of 2009 after a DJ Set. R.I.P. ••• The forth part of 
the mushroom trance compilation is released. This double CD includes 
contemporary anthems like S-Range’s “Boom”, Bill & Seb’s “Into The 
Light “or Atmos’ “Random Landlord” ••• The German police searched 
visitors of the Fuck Parade for portable radios. Background: The parade 
lost its status as a demonstration and therefore its permission. The 
popular Berlin radio station Fritz agreed to host the DJs anyway – and to 
broadcast their musical message ••• In the Who Is Who section, DJ Fabio 
predicts: “I think a change is coming- A good one.” ••• The artist Sonic 
Fusion is interviewed about his mixture of hard, rapid Techno and tribal 
drum rhythms ••• The Crossing Bridges Festival brings Trance culture to 
the Balkans after the Kosovo War has finally finished. Organized by the 
Playground collective from Frankfurt, it is a charity event that wants to 
bring to the region culture as well as money.

„We used to be a bunch of punks 
who discovered the excessive joy of 
Techno“ - Sebastian Krüger witnessed 
the rise of Psy Trance in Germany and 
eventually became a  historic part of 
the rise of Progressive Trance. Being a 
member of the classic projects Digital 
Sun and Tarsis, he probably grew even 
more famous when he continued his 
solo project SBK from 2000 onwards. 
Tracks like “Morgenlatte” represent the 
vast creative potential and openness 
of Progressive Trance in its early 
days. Sebastian’s collaboration with 
Greg Coyle, Krüger & Coyle, set huge 
festival dance floors on fire with deep 
Progressive House sound.
Around 2007 he felt somewhat 
estranged from the scene after touring 
all around the world. Focusing on a 
snowboard school and shop (stylefish.

de) together with his brother, he 
experienced pleasant success during 
the past years. Just in spring Sebastian 
re-opened his legendary studio and is 
currently working on a new Krüger & 
Coyle EP via the internet, since Greg 
lives in New Zealand now.

Eine sehr umfangreiche und spannende 
Version unseres Interviews in deutsch 
findest du auf mushroom-online.com

Where are they now?
SBK
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10.09. - 11.09. 16:00 Uhr
Amphitheater
Electronic Festival 2011
Acts: Infected Mushroom, Egbert, Bit-

monx, Sensient, Liquid Soul, 
Khainz, Midimal, Pow-Low, Xv Kilist 
& Rocco, Quinto Elemento, Pazoo, 
Andri, Wandler, New.Com, Beatis & 
Basshead, Ein Fall Für Zwei

Deco: T!Mo Wood TV, Nils Art‘EVENT
Loc: Amphitheater Hüntwangen, 

Zürich, Switzerland
Info: www.facebook.com/event.

php?eid=175051087890
Orga: Hertz

Sa 10 Kosmic Fusion / Den Haag (NL)
Sa 10 Rave-Olution / Barcelona (E)
Sa 10 Amphitheater OA / Hüntwangen (CH)
Sa 10 Divine Minds / Arouca (P)
Sa 10 Summer Vibes / Obergünzburg (D)
Do 15 Trancedance / Hamburg (D)

Fr, 16.09. - Sa 17.09.
Progressive Olympics
Live: Kularis, Sunstryk, We, Helber 

Gun, Vice, Mantra Flow
Djs: Alezzaro, Joel, Nasa, Qvark, 

Samer, Sprocket, Dv Illusion
Deco: Bohemian Grove
Loc: Kota Club & Cph City Lounge, 

Nikolaj Plads 25, Copenhagen, 
Denmark

Info: www.facebook.com/irismusic.dk
Orga:  JB Group

Fr 16 Druiden Beat / Münster (D)
Fr 16 Cosmic Tunes / Hamburg (D)
Fr 16 Tempel Dance / Tirol (A)
Fr 16 Optix Tribe  / Graz (A)
Fr 16 Computer Language / Antwerpen (B)
Fr 16 Female Night 4 / Munich (D)
Fr 16 Stardance Galactica / Wien (A)
Fr 16 Teuer und Drinnen / Kiel (D)
16-18 Dance Of Elfes / Tirol (A)
16-18 Ambient&Dance Festival (CH)
16-18 Rumpelpumpelcrew OA 2 (D)

Sa 17.09. - Su 18.09.
Traumwelten VI
Live: U-Recken & Surprise
Djs: Djane Angel, Bim, Diepsyden, 

Projekt Traumwelt, Taranis, 
E-Floor: Binks & Beef, Dyon, 
Minimalfreak Vossi, Tetzn, Patrick

Deco: Dreamwörx, Laser, Beamer, Spe-
cial Effekte

Loc: Riders Cafe Lübeck, Leinweber-
straße

Info: 13 Euro, Incl. 1 Jägi
Orga: Traumwelten Crew & Friends

Sa 17 B.a.d. Party / Zona Centro (P)
Sa 17 Wallpampa 3 / Near Itzehoe (D)
Sa 17 Password is Love / Paris (F)
Sa 17 Psy. Issues 3 / Silkeborg (DK)
Sa 17 Monkeysexplosion (I)
Sa 17 Trance Orient / Amsterdam (NL)
17-19 Union Of Five Elem. / Bolog (I)
21-26 Viva Fikal / Skoppio  (I)
Do 22 Trancedance / Hamburg (D)
22-25 Furthur Festival / Madrid (E)
Fr 23 Lucid Dreams / Vienna (A)
Fr 23 Durchfall-Crew OA / LuLu (D)
23-26 Sunday Dance OA / Berlin (D)
Sa 24 Technostate / Stockholm (S)
Sa 24 Free Living Insanity (D)
Sa 24 Honey-Factory / Hamburg (D)
Sa 24 Earthdance / Wetzikon (CH)
Sa 24 Travel Hyperspace Phase 2 (I)
So 25 Password Is Love / Paris (F)
Do 29 Trancedance / Hamburg (D)
Fr 30 Cosmic Tunes / Hamburg (D)
Fr 30 Electronic Desire / Flensburg (D)
Fr 30 Dreamland B-day / Berlin (D)
Fr 30 Klangwirkstoff / Berlin (D)
30-02 Secret Transmission / Porto (P)

October

Sa, 01.10. - 02.10. 15:00 Uhr
Intact Xpanda 2011
Live: Ticon, Tulk, Audiomatic, Waio, 

Hanzo
Djs: Djane Bahar, Fabio, Egalo, Jens-

son, Mat Mushroom, Moody, 
Magical, Ov-Silence Oli, Espark & 

09-11 Harmoonic Community Celeb. (I)
Sa 10 The Day Before Darkness (NL)
Sa 10 listen & Enjoy / Cologne (D)
Sa 10 Rowdy / Copenhagen (DK)
Sa 10 Sternentanz OA / near SN (D)
Sa 10 Beachtales / Hamburg (D)
Sa 10 Connected Vienna (A)
Sa 10 Tegma & Solid Snake / Malmö (S)

10.09.2011  start 15 Uhr
Bootsparty
Oli‘s Birthday Splash
Live: D-Nox & Beckers, Sirion
Dj’s: Herrmann Stöhr, Bim, Ali & 

Kowalski, Magoon, Fabio, Hotz-
pod, Aliye & Kimie, Ronk, ov-
silence.oli 

Xtra: boat trip 16:00 - 22:00, boar-
ding 15:00 at MS Classic Queen, 
An den Landungsbrücken 7-10, 
Crossing the beautiful Harbour 
of Hamburg, past on  big cruise 
ships and the huge container ter-
minals always against the sun-
set. After passing by one of ham-
burgs well known Landmarks the 
Köhlbrandbrücke we are turning 
direction Harburg, exploring the 
south hamburg area and close 
the circle back to our starting 
point. From there all guests are 
invited to continue the party in 
the direct connection at the Juice 
Club! After Hour: doors open 
22:00 im Juice Club, Stresemann-
str. 204

Info: www.ov-silence.com
 www.juice-club.net
 Presale: from 1st of August via 

0173 2456 446, mail@ov-silence.
com or at  Udopea, Schanzen-
str.95, 20357 HH and inJuice 
Club, Stresemannstr. 204, HH-
Altona, price: 20  (to 15.08.), 25  
(from 16.08.)
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Hiawata, Natron, Chill: Aquarius, 
Terra, Miller

Deco: Giant Optix, Bast Art 23
Loc: Hamburg Hühnerposten, Hüh-

nerposten 1a, 20097 Hamburg
Info: 15 Euro, intact-expanda.de
Orga: Intact Xpanda Crew

Sa 01.10. - Su 02.10.
Unity
Live: E-Clip, Meteor Burn
Djs: Bim, sG4ry, Zosma, Murus, 

Johan, Earshakaz, Burner, Brain-
bow, Prodanceki & Mad Venture, 
Jens & Baum, Chill&Chai: Mama-
mampf

Deco: Fluorophil, Magicsign & Scödy-
La, Theo-Praktix & Methos

Loc: Traumfabrik & O-Club, Grasweg 
19, Kiel

Info: Klangkontakt.com
Orga: Klangkontakt meets Stromreligion

Sa 01 Sunside / Rostock (D)
Sa 01 Insane Vision  / Innsbruck (A)
Sa 01 spezial B-day Boom / Vienna (A)
Sa 01 Sound Of The Sun / Wuppertal (D)
Sa 01 KIOSK Party 2 / Wittstock (D)
Sa 01 Focus / Lübeck (D)
Sa 01 Mystical Prophecy / Zizers (CH)
Sa 01 Dark Moons / Berlin (D)
Sa 01 Mystical Journey / Stralsund (D)
Sa 01 PLUR Festival / Porto A. (BR)
Sa 01 Trikaya 2 / Graz (A)
Sa 01 Unity / Kiel (D)
Sa 01 Radio Bäng-Bäng 3 / Wetzikon (CH)

CAOS CONCEPT - Chaotic Artistic Flare!
Caos Conzept from Berlin, and works with paints on canvas, as well as 
foam 3D works, he is psychedelic artist with an interesting flare! Crea-
ting UV reactive masterpieces, amidst the chaos is something beautiful.  
Many of his creations incorporate tiny little faces, creatures and other 
strange objects that you have to take a second look to see if its really 
there... Check out his works at caos-conzept.de and see him across 
festivals around Europe with the fantastic UV setup that really brings 
these artworks into further dimensions!  Next stop, OZORA!
Kylie 
www.caos-conzept.de
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Su, 02.10. - Mo, 03.10. 10:00
Northern Gateway 10
Live: Biokinetix, Synsun, Ankur, Kularis, 

Schatzhauser, Connexx, Zeropoint
Djs:  Mullekular, Wedanta, Zot-

tel, Moprh, Gino, Algiz, Jairam, 
Dsompa and more.

Deco: Mystic Vision, Astralwelt, Welten-
springer, Para Paintings, Psyeye-
catcher, Blackout-Showlaser

Loc: Ms Stubnitz Im Stadthafen, 
Rostock, Germany

Info: goabase.de, wedanta2002@
yahoo.de

Orga: Wedanta

02.10.20 - 03.10.2011 12:00
The 17 Year
Mystic Rose Celebration
Live: Eat Static, Johann Bley, Audiomatic
Djs: Jackomo, Naveen - Audiopirates, 

Andreas Pfeiffer Aka Sangeet 
And More

Deco: Funplastika - Hamburg, Liquid 
Eye And More

Loc: Kit Kat Club, Brückenstr. 1, Berlin 
Mitte, U Bahnhof Heinrich Heine Str.

Info: 3 Dancefloors, Infin-Et.De
Orga: The Mystic Rose Team

So 02 Mystic Rose / Berlin (D)
Fr 07 Cosmic Tunes / Hamburg (D)
Fr 07 Trancedance / Hamburg (D)
Fr 07 Sindar 7 / Barcelona (E)

Sa, 08.10. - Su 09.10. 12:00
Visions Of Nexus
Loc: Musikzentrum-Hannover, Emil 

Meyer Straße 26-28, Germany
Info: events@das-mantron.de
 www.bit.ly/visions-of-nexus
Orga: Das Mantron

Sa, 08.10. - Su, 09.10.
10 Years Alchemy Records
Live: Rinkadink, M-Theory, Sonic 

Species, Freakulizer, Seven11, 
Hoogshagenii

Djs: Shane Gobi, Hamish, Marchel-
lo, Infx, Parasenz, Dj Randy,  
Djoe, Shedj Steffi Vs. Macru, Dj 
Raphaël & Chill

Deco: Vj Zwork.Ch, Stärneschii Und 
Yourunivers

Loc: Club Youruniverse, Industriestr. 
20, 4600 Olten, Switzerland

Info: first 300 guests get an Alchemy 
Records CD for free

Orga: Aphonix Records

Sa 08 Aftershow Party / Kiel (D)
Sa 08 Dance Of Elves / Innsbruck (A)
Sa 08 Raumklang / Bülach (CH)
Sa 08 Illusion / Hagen (D)
Sa 08 10 Y. Alchemy Rec. / Olten (CH)
Sa 08 Tribal Vision / Zürich (CH)
Sa 08 Atsuko Project / (B)
Sa 08 Phototropic Label Party  / (A)
Do 13 Trancedance / Hamburg (D)
Fr 14 23 / Hamburg (D)
Fr 14 Area 55 / Copenhagen (DK)
14-16 Wicked One / Bang Sare (T)

Sa 15.10.
Planet Waldfrieden
Djoannas Birthday Bang 
Boom Bash
Info:  www.bit.ly/djoanna-birthday
 www.wald-frieden.de

Sa 15 Boris B-day Dance / Olpe (D)
Sa 15 Klangregen / Zürich(dynamo) (CH)
Sa 15 Autumnia / Hamburg (D)
Sa 15 Question of Time / Hamburg (D)
Sa 15 Colored Nights / Hamburg (D)
Sa 15 Magic Wood 3 / Opfikon (CH)
Sa 15 Klang Regen / Obergünzburg (D)
15-18 Divine Blast Festival / Goa(IND)
Do 20 Trancedance / Hamburg (D)
Fr 21 Elec. Desire / Flensburg (D)
Fr 21 Cosmic Tunes / Hamburg (D)
Fr 21 13Years Ov-silence / Hamburg (D)
Sa 22 Nataraja Temple / Bologna (I)
Sa 22 Psy. Submarine / Bielefeld (D)
Sa 22 Kaschmauken / Wuppertal (D)
Sa 29 Dark Horror Night / Hamburg (D)
Sa 29 Imagepflege / Hamburg (D)
Sa 29 lucid Dreams / Vienna (A)
Sa 29 Psylloween 2011  / Dresden (D)
Sa 29 Psy. Submarine / Bielefeld (D)
Mo 31 Psychedlic Ann. / Leeuwarden (NL)

November

Fr 04 Mind Mutation / Graz (A)
Fr 04 Cosmic Tunes / Hamburg (D)
Sa 05 Area 55 / Copenhagen (DK)

05.11. - 06.11.
Area 55
Live: Aerospace, Hatikwa, Phaxe, High 

& Mighty
Djs: Phaxe, Morten Granau, Joel, 

Samer
Deco: Bohemian Grove
Loc: Bygning 55, Staldgade 16, Copen-

hagen, Denmark
Info: www.facebook.com/area55
Orga: Area 55

Sa 05 November Ritual 2011 / Berlin (D)
Sa 05 Life is Live 2 / Innsbruck (A)
Sa 05 Prog Tunes 4 / Cologne (D)
So 06 Illusion / Winterberg (D)
11-13 Franks Bday / Siam Reap (KH)
Sa 12 Stromreligion / Kiel (D)
Sa 12 Insane Vision / Innsbruck (A)
Sa 12 Elbelfen / Hamburg (D)
Sa 12 Goafamily 2 / Zürich  (CH)
Do 17 Psybox 5 / Innsbruck (A)
Fr 18 Cosmic Tunes / Hamburg (D)
Fr 18 Tessseract / Skive (DK)

Sa 19.11.  - Su 20.11.
Psychedelic Carnival 6
Live: Tristan, Laughing Buddha, Ava-

lon, Fearsome Engine, Killawatts, 
Mad Vector, Seven11, Oxymoron, 
Altius, Necrobot, Chillout: Bige-
neric Aka. Marco Repeto

Djs: Jez, Avalon, Shedj Stef-
fi Vs. Macru, Mad Vector, Beat 
Herren, Terranostra, Shimono, 
Face Design, Fantasma, Nyan-
do, Mademoiselle Chaoz,Shedj 
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Meenakshi,P.F.F. Goa, Chillout: 
Simon Baring, Babag

Deco: Materix, Psy Pix, Blacklightna-
ture, Vj‘s: Zwork.Ch, Nico Psyart 
& Lasershow By Club 704

Loc: X-Tra, Limmatstrasse 118, Zürich, 
Switzerland

Way: Tram 4 /13 from main-station 
Zurich to Limmatplatz,  car par-
king Sihlquai near Main-Station 
Zurich, 5 min. to walk

Info: www.aphonixrecords.net
Orga: Aphonix Records

Sa 19.11. - Su 20.11. 05:00
Tesseractstudio Label Party 
Live: Flegma, Zyce, Nerso, Ectima
Djs: Joel
Deco: Bohemian Grove
Loc: Tba, Copenhagen
Info: www.facebook.com/irismusic.dk
Orga: Rowdy / Iris Music

Sa 19 Tesseractstudio / Copenhagen (DK)
Fr 25 Error 404 / Hamburg  (D)
Sa 26 Goafamily / Dietikon  (CH)
So 27 Technostate / Stockholm (S)

Mo 28 Arkona Creation / London (GB)
Mi 30 Villa Kunterbunt / Hamburg (D))

December

[...]

Wed, 28.12.11 - Tue, 03.01.12
Paradise Valley Festival
Live: Ahn‘Quyin, Asarualim, Axis 

Mundi, Blindfury, Blind-Ox, Con-
nexx, Dekhat-Bhuli, D-Ther, 
Electrophobica, Gloomy Phan-
tom, Kobold Instinkt, Logic Spin, 
Mind Portal, Mikari, Necmi, Nitro 
& Glycerine, Otkun, Parana, 
Parandroid, Patara, Phasenver-
schiebungen, Psytronic, Radioac-
tive.Cake, Tanianta, Thedarkface, 
Zeitgeist

Djs: Aeon, Algiz, Arkadius&Li`L 
Momo, Arnox, Classix, Der Loth, 
Djane Deeluna, Djane Lulu, 
Djane Melburn, Dr.Changra, 
Dr.Dmt, Frisk, Grimlock, Ismir, 
Kerion, Leech, Liquidroom, Lord 
Flames, Magicdave, Maniax, 

Marathi, Maya, Morph, Nad, 
Nic_nac, Psykedelia, Psytoad, 
Rocksteady & Bebop, Sand-
mann, Sg4ry, Sunreactor, Sunny-
sun, Tetz, T-Gate, Tommy Thom-
sen, Vesko B.-Punkt, Vinyltrei-
ber, Asmodis, Arkoxio, Bellzeboo, 
Besnik, Blindfury, Darkalien, Dox, 
Dbabsyk, Djane Kiba, Goaklaus, 
Djane Hara Motion, Lennox, Mad 
Uguluk, Marok, Moogli The Psy-
lopath, Psymatze, Semper, Soma-
delic, Tipi, Truppenpilz&Radio 
Phex, Chill: Ahn‘Quyin, Chesper, 
Chilling Algiz, Dense, Dj-Team 
Lub-Dub, Psykedelia

Deco: Uhu-Crew, Optical Illusions Crew 
Feat. Dgj, Zaubertrank Projekt, 
Vjane Agni

Loc: Paradise Valley, ca. 30 km from 
Agadir

Info: www.paradise-valley-festival-
morocco.com, at the gate: 100 
euro, 1 dayticket 15 euro

Orga: X-Cess Events
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Bad Pills
Reacting to numerous 
requests, we present you pill 
reports in this issue. Some 
years ago, the scientific analy-
sis of party drugs used to be a 
regular feature in mushroom 
magazine. We used to pre-
sent the data form Germany’s 
party organization DROBS 
Hanover. Since this service is 
not available any more, we 
now present you recent infor-
mation from the Swiss orga-

High-dose XTCs 
These pills contain more than 120 mg of MDMA which might be too 
much. High dosages of MDMA provoke side-effects like “jaw-grinding”, 
fluttering eyelids and nerves or even attacks of sudden cramps. Also, an 
overdose will make the body temperature rise stronger and it might pro-
voke hallucinations.

m-CPP being sold as XTC
These pills being sold as XTC do not contain MDMA but a rather high dosage 
of the piperazine m-CPP. For some persons, this substance provokes a MDMA-
like effect (rather hallucinogen, less entactogen, which is to say emotional and 
social). Many persons report no primary effect at all but only side-effects. If 

XTC with caffeine
Beside MDMA, this pill also con-
tains caffeine. The combination of 
these two substances can inten-
sify their effects and means a high 
chemical body burden.

4-FA being sold as XTC
This pill being sold as XTC does 
not contain MDMA but a high 
dosage of 4-flouramphetamine. 
Even if the effect might be com-
parable to that of MDMA in some 
respects, 4-FA is a research che-
mical. Few, if anything is known 
about its effects and side-effects. 
Consumers of this substance take 
an incalculable risk.

nization saferparty.ch. Keep 
in mind, that names, stamps 
and shapes of pills are often 

copied and that the correct-
ness of these reports can not 
be guaranteed.

the expected MDMA effect does not 
occur and pconsumers take more of 
these pills, the risk is given of a very 
high dosage m-CPP. Also, some of 
these pills include domperidone and 
metoclopramide. Nothing is known 
about the interaction of these sub-
stances!
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Cultiva - Hanfmesse & Event
28. – 30. Oktober 2011, Eventpyramide Wien

Mit einem besonders vielseiti-
gen Programm geht die öster-
reichische Cultiva weit über den 
Rahmen dessen hinaus, was 
von einer Fachmesse im klassi-
schen Sinne zu erwarten wäre. 
Natürlich steht in ihrem Mittel-
punkt die Präsentation spannen-
der Produktneuheiten rund ums 
Thema Hanf. In diesem Zusam-
menhang stellt sie zweifels-
ohne auch eine wichtige Platt-
form für Branchenkontakte dar. 
Doch in ihrem Selbstverständnis 
ist die Cultiva auch ein Event, 
ein besonderes Erlebnis für ihre 
Besucher – egal ob Händler 
oder Endverbraucher. So locken 
Workshops, Shows und Party-
stimmung.

Schon der Austragungsort der 
vierten Cultiva bietet eine beson-
dere Atmosphäre: Unter der ver-
glasten, 42 Meter hohen Eventpy-
ramide Vösendorf bei Wien ent-
faltet sich die grüne Kulisse eines 
Gartens- in dem sich am letzten 
Oktoberwochenende alles um die 

Pflanze Cannabis Sativa dreht. 
Mehr als 100 Aussteller aus aller 
Welt präsentieren Neuheiten aus 
allen Bereichen der Hanfbranche. 
An vielen Ständen finden Work-
shops statt, darüber hinaus liefern 
Produktproben 
zahlreiche neue 
Erfahrungen. 
Und das kann 
eine ziemlich 
leckere Ange-
legenheit wer-
den, z.B. in 
der Hanfbä-
ckerei oder in 
der Hanf-Eis-
diele. Außer-
dem bietet die 
Messe ein Hanf 
Kino, eine Hanf 
Kochshow, eine 
Hanf Modenschau sowie Hanf-
trommel und Slackline Workshops.

Bei all dem kunterbunten Pro-
gramm verliert die Cultiva jedoch 
auch die grundsätzliche Idee einer 
Messe nicht aus dem Auge: Die 
Vernetzung der Hanfbranche. Aus 
diesem Grund werden neben dem 
Fachpublikum aus Österreich auch 
verstärkt Shops, Firmen und Inte-
ressierte aus Deutschland und 
der Schweiz eingeladen, sich hier 
zu versammeln und internatio-
nale Business2business Kontakte 
zu knüpfen.

Parallel zur Messe findet auch 
diesmal wieder der größte Hanf-
kongress Europas statt. Mehr als 
20 Ärzte und Medizinwissenschaft-
ler aus verschiedenen Ländern 
berichten von ihren Forschungs-
ergebnissen und stellen Anwen-
dungsgebiete für Hanf in der 

modernen Medizin vor. Wie sich 
im Vorjahr zeigte, besteht seitens 
der Cultiva Besucher ein reges 
Interesse, sich hier an den Podi-
umsdiskussionen zu beteiligen 
und den Vorträgen zu lauschen.

Located in the stylish atmos-
phere of Vienna’s event pyra-
mid, Cultiva goes beyond the 
scope of a classic trade fair. 
Rather, it aims to be an enter-
taining event for professionals 
as well as consumers interested 
in hemp. More than 100 inter-
national exhibitors present exi-
ting product news from all bran-
ches of the hemp industry while 
at the same time providing the 
perfect environment for making 
business contacts. Hemp drum 
and slackline workshops, a 
hemp fashion show, a hemp 
cooking show, hemp cinema and 
a hemp bakery and ice cream 
parlour offer exciting new expe-
riences. Finally, Europe’s big-
gest congress about the medical 
usage of hemp will take place in 
Vienna at the same time.

www.cultiva.at

Mr. Nice

the beautiful trade fair pyramid
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Your Shop Guide
... through the Psytrance Community

PLZ 00000
 
THC Headshop
01099 Dresden Alaunstr. 43
www.thc-mfg.de Head, Grow, Freak

THC Headshop
01099 Dresden Alaunstr. 43
www.thc-mfg.de Head, Grow, Freak

Legal
07545 Gera Heinrichstr. 52
www.legal-gera.de Head,Grow & Piercing

PLZ 10000
Absinth Depot Berlin
10178 Berlin Weinmeisterstraße 4
030 281 67 89 Absinth

Udopea Berlin
10178 Berlin Panoramastr. 1 
+49 (0) 30 30875302 Books,Head, Grow, 
Posters

Hemp Galaxy 
10245 Berlin Libauerstr. 2
+49 (0) 30 2916775 Grow, Hemp, Head, Hair
 
Kaya Growshop
10437 Berlin Schliemannstr. 22
+49 (0) 30 4478677 Grow, Head

Gras Grün
10999 Berlin Oranienstr. 183
+49 (0) 30 6113190 Grow, Books,
www.grasgruen.de Head, WWW

Sun Seed Bank
13347 Berlin Amsterdamer Str. 23
+49 (0) 30 45606171 Head, Grow, Gifts

Greenlight-Shop
12099 Berlin Industriestr. 4–9
+49 (0)30 70 370 820 Grow,Book
www.greenlight-shop.de Head,WWW

Los Crachos Headshop
17489 Greifswald Lange Straße 21
+49 (0) 3834 352911  Head 

TALISMAN alternativshop
18055 Rostock Eselföter Str. 20
www.talisman-shop.de Fashion, Jewels, www

TALISMAN alternativshop
18055 Rostock Eselföter Str. 20
www.talisman-shop.de Fashion, Jewels

FX Production
19061 Schwerin 
0385-7778820 flyer distribution

PLZ 20000
Udopea Headshop
20357 Hamburg Schanzenstr. 95
www.udopea-hamburg.de Grow, Smart, 
 Head, Herbs

Growland Growshop
20537 Hamburg Hammer Deich 6 - 10
+49 (0)40 329 600 33 Growshop
www.growland.net Onlineshop
 
Brainstorm
21031 Hamburg Sanderdamm 43
+49 (0) 40 7245616 Grow, Head
www.Headshop-Brainstorm.de
 
Bong Bong
22525 Hamburg Kieler Str. 563c
040-67381508 Head, Glasbläserei

Kasbah
Geschenke & Raucherbedarf
24103  Kiel Sophienblatt 42 A
+49 (0) 431 672254 Head, Textil, Jewels

Grow And Style
28195  Bremen Doventorsdeich 23
(0)421 98 99 48 18 www.growandstyle.de

Headshop Bremen
28217 Bremen Landwehrstrasse 89
www.headshop-bremen.de Head, Grow

Green-Heaven Online Shop
www.green-heaven.de Grow, Head, Smart

PLZ 30000
Euphoria
30519 Hannover Hildesheimer Str. 85
0511 - 833688 Head,Grow
www.Euphoria-Headshop.de
 
Miha Gmbh
30880  Hannover Laaatzen Mannheimer str 9
www.mihaonline.de Großhandel

Günstiger Headshop
31135 Hildesheim Roonstr. 19
smoketown.de Head
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Magic Trend- & Headshop
32423 Minden Simeonstr. 25
www.magic-minden.de Grow, Fash, Head

HANF Zeit
32839 Steinheim Detmolderstr.18
www.hanf-zeit.com Head

Magic Head- & Growshop
33602 Bielefeld Herforder Str. 8 A
www.magic-bielefeld.de  Shisha Head 
Grow

Bloomtech Growshop
37081 Göttingen Königsstieg 94a
0551 5007700 www.bloomtech.de
 
Dolor Headshop
38518 Gifhorn Steinweg 12
www.dolor-gifhorn.de Head,Grow,Tattoo

PLZ 40000
 
Goblin
44135 Dortmund Brückstr. 53
+49 (0) 231 5898220 Gifts, CD, Fash

Green Galaxy
44287 Dortmund Ringofenstr. 37    
www.green-galaxy.de Grow
 
Cheech Head & Growshop
45879 Gelsenkirchen Kirchstr. 37
0209 148468     Head, Grow, Blacklight

Skurril Headshop & Lifestyle
46485 Wesel Brandstrasse 2
www.skurril.de Head, pierc, tattoo

Skurril Headshop & Lifestyle
46535 Dinslaken Bahnstr. 13-15
www.skurril.de Head,Tattoo,Piercing,Lifestyle

Sitting Bull
48153 Münster Hafenstr. 56
+49 (0) 251 522068 Grow, Head, Gifts

PLZ 50000
Bongobong
50674 Köln Habsburger Ring 18 - 20
www.bongobong.de Hemp, Herbs, Head

Near Dark Gmbh
Bonnerstr. 11a 53773 Hennef (Sieg)
02242874160 head/grow wholesale
www.neardark.de
 
Cheech & Chong Headshop
54290  Trier Zuckerberg 21
+49 (0) 651 1453762 Head, WWW
www.cheechundchong.com
 
Krinskram
58511 Lüdenscheid Goldene Ecke 8
www.krinskram.de Head & Grow

PLZ 60000
Neutral
60311  Frankfurt/Main Fahrgasse 97
069-59609591 Head, Smart, Grow, Shisha
www.neutral-shop.de neutral-ffm@gmx.de

BONG Head- & SmartShop
60594 Frankfurt Elisabethenstr. 21
069-624242 Head, Grow, Smart, Shisha
www.bong-headshop.de

LOL Distribution GmbH
61389 Schmitten Weilbergstr. 8
www.roll-lol.de info@roll-lol.de

Bang Bang
64283 Darmstadt Dieburger Str. 15
www.headshop-bangbang.de Head, Grow

New Asia Headshop
68159 Mannheim F1, 10
www.new-asia-headshop.de 
Head,Shishas,Absinth

Green Paradise
68165 Mannheim Schwetzinger Str. 46
0621-3069474 www.growshop-mannheim.de

PLZ 70000
Udopea Headshop
70178 Stuttgart Marienstr. 32
www.udopea-stuttgart.de  Head, Grow

Planet Blunt
76646 Bruchsal Wilderichstr.13-21
www.planet-blunt.de Shisha & Growshop
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PLZ 80000
Green Ocean
89073 Ulm Münsterplatz 32
0176-83055315 Fash Grow Head Hemp  
green-ocean@gmx.de Smart

PLZ 90000
Holzkopf
90403 Nürnberg Albrecht Dürer Str. 35
0911 - 2857000 Hemp Head Grow Smart Eso
holzkopfnbg@arcor.de Spiele

CENTER
91054 Erlangen Goethestraße 19-21
+49 (0) 9131 204101 Head, Grow, Fash
 centershirt1@web.de

Bodenstation
97070 Würzburg Peterstr. 4
0931-3535979 Head & Grow

www.grashuepfer.eu
97493 Bergrheinfeld Hauptstr. 69
+49 9721 99808 Head, Grow, Sandstrahlen

Austria
Aurin Fairy Shop
1070 Wien Kirchengasse 25
www.aurinshop.at fairy fashion & more

Puff and Stuff
5020 Salzburg Müllner Hauptstr. 12
www.puffandstuff.at Head, Grow

Hanfsaat
6063 Rum Bundesstrasse 35
www.hanfsaat.com Seeds

Indras Planet
1110 Wien Simmeringer Hauptstr. 116
www.indras-planet.at Head, Grow, Fash, 
WWW  

HANF IN Onlineshop
5020 Salzburg St.-Julien-Str. 8
www.hanfin.com Head & Grow

Hulabalooza
3250 Wieselburg Manker Straße 9
www.hulabalooza.at Head,Grow & Smart

Schall & Rauch
4020 Linz Bethlehemstr.9
+43 650/6195405 Head, Grow
www.schall-rauch.at

Switzerland
Grünhaus AG
8048 Zürich Herostr.7
www.gruenhaus-ag.ch Head,Grow

Secret Nature GmbH
3600 Thun Obere Hauptgasse 11
www.secret-nature.ch CD, Herbs, WWW, Smart

Re Tho vin Handels GmbH
5085 Sulz Geissbel 2
www.sulzerweine.ch Hanf + Wein

Netherlands
 
Mental Peace
1022 AG Amsterdam Zamenhofstr 150, Unit 228
www.mentalpeace.com Fashion UV 
active,glow in the dark designs

Mush-e-Mart
www.mush-e-mart.com Mushrooms, Smart
info@mush-e-mart.com

Internet
Psy7.com
+49 (0) 800 77777 23 
www.psy7.com fashion, jewellery
info@psy7.com festival products
  
CANNA
www.canna-de.com solutions for growth 
& bloom

TRANCEPLANTS.NET
High quality shamanic / medicinal herbs  
and extracts. Conscious supplier based in 
Canada, ship internationally 
 
Psylofashion
www.psylofashion.uk.com Fashion

Hesi
www.hesi.nl fertilizer

Azarius
www.azarius.net herbals and more
info@azarius.net
 
Veda Wear
www.vedawear.com Fashion

Goastore
www.GoaStore.ch CDs

www.samenwahl.com
+34-637930569 Hanfsamen

Cacti-Plants
www.cacti-plants.de Kakteen

trancecard.de
www.trancecard.de CDs, Fash & more

Shayanashop
www.shayanashop.com Smart

Die Grüne Fee
4502 Solothurn  Kronengasse 11
+41 325345990 Absinthe-Bar & Bistro
www.diegruenefee.ch

 DJ =  DJ equipment

 Fash =  fashion

 Grow =  grow stuff

 Hemp =  hemp products

 Head =  headshop

 Pierc =  piercing

 Smart =  smart shop

 Party =  party accessories

 Books =  literature

 WWW =  online shop

 Eso =  esoterism

legend
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